
Television receiver trap circuits are one of

the few items that may be radically different
from one manufacturer to the next. Some

receivers have as many as six trap circuits,
while others have only one. This may explain

why the serviceman often neglects the trap

circuits of a faulty receiver. Improperly
aligned or missing trap circuits can give rise

to important difficulties.

The Need for Traps

Trap circuits are placed in the inter-

mediate -frequency and video sections of the

receiver, and are named from the fact that they
are used to "trap" certain undesired signals.
To illustrate the need for trap circuits, let

us assume that the receiver is being used in
a locality where the signals of channels 2,
3, and 4 are present. (In general, this can
occur midway between two large cities, such

as between New York and Philadelphia.)
Let us further assume that the receiver is

tuned to channel 3, and that the new 44-mc
i -f range is employed. The local -oscillator
frequency will then be 107 mc. The local
oscillator will hetrodyne with the picture and
the sound carriers of channels 2, 3, and 4
to give the intermediate frequencies shown in

Fig. 1. Notice that the local oscillator causes
the frequencies to invert, so that channel 4
appears a a lower intermediate frequency than
channel 3.
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the same time that channel 3 is being re-

ceived. The interfering picture will usually

appear dimly in the background, but out of
synchronization with the desired picture.

2. The 47.25-mc adjacent sound i-f carrier,

if allowed to reach the second detector, will
place horizontal sound bars of the channel -2

sound upon the channel -3 picture. Even

more serious, however, is the fact that this
signal will hetrodyne with the 45-75-mc pic-

ture i -f carrier to produce a 1.5-mc beat sig-
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Fig. 2. The 44 mc i -f response curve of a
TV receiver. Dotted curve - without traps.
Solid curve - with a complete set of traps.

below 3 percent, the sound output of an
intercarrier receiver will be unnecessarily re-

duced. If the amplitude is much above 3 per-

cent, the sound output may contain the annoy-

ing 60 -cycle buzz that often plagues inter -

carrier receivers. (The 60 -cycle buzz is the

way a picture signal "sounds" in a loud-

speaker. It seems peculiar, therefore, that ex-
cessive 41.25-mc sound i -f carrier amplitude

I -F Trap Circuits

in TV Receivers
by Sid Deutsch

nal. This will appear as an annoying vertical -

line interference in the picture.
3. The associated sound i -f carrier, 41.25

mc, is the most important signal to be acted
upon by trap circuits. Excessive amplitude of
this signal at the second detector will result
in horizontal sound bar interference in the

picture. It is also possible for the 41.25-mc
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The i -f response curve of a receiver is

relatively wide. In the absence of trap cir-
cles, certain of the frequencies of Fig. 1 will

reach the second detector and give rise to

spurious effects. The response curves of Fig.
2 have been drawn to illustrate these effects.

The dotted curve is the response curve of a
receiver without i -f trap circuits, while the
solid curve is the correct overall i -f response
curve of a receiver. In the example chosen,
improper trapping will result in the follow-
ing effects.

1. The adjacent picture i -f carrier, 39.75
mc, will introduce the channel -4 picture at

Fig. 1. Intermediate
frequencies that may
be present when re-
ceiving channel 3 in
the 44 mc i -f range.

sound i -f carrier to hetrodyne with the 45.75-

mc picture i -f carrier. This will result in a
4.5-mc signal that can appear as interference
in the television picture.

In non-intercarrier receivers, it is desirable
to trap out as much of the associated sound

i -f carrier as possible. In intercarrier re-

ceivers, on the other hand, the amplitude of

this carrier at the second detector should be

approximately at the 3 percent level, as shown
in Fig. 2. The 4-5-mc signal mentioned in
the previous paragraph is used, in intercarrier
receivers, as the sound intermediate frequency.
If the 41.25-mc amplitude in Fig. 2 is much

can result in a buzz. When two signals hetro-
dyne together, however, the amplitude of the
beat signal is controlled by the amplitude of

the weaker of the two original signals. Thus,

a weak 41.25-mc sound i-f carrier hetrodyning
with a strong 45.75-mc picture i -f carrier
will result in a clean 4.5-mc sound i -f signal.

The 35.25-mc and 51.75-mc signals of Fig.
1 are relatively weak in a properly aligned
receiver, and will not cause interference ef-
fects.

In general, as shown in Fig. 2, each of the
undesired i -f carriers should have an ampli-
tude of 3 percent or less, while the desired
picture i -f carrier of 45.75-mc should have
an amplitude of 50 percent.

Almost all receivers employ associated

sound traps. Some receivers have an addi-

tional 4.5-mc trap in the video section to

eliminate the 41-25-mc-45.75-mc beat note.
All intercarrier receivers use such a 4.5-mc
trap for the purpose of developing the sound
i -f signal. Some receivers have adjacent pic-
ture and sound traps in addition to associated

sound traps.

Types of Trap Circuits
Figure 3 illustrates the four main types of

trap circuit. All of these traps have one thing
in common-very high Q's. The trap coils,
for example, consist of a few turns of rela-
tively heavy wire, since a low -Q trap circuit

(Continued on page 10 )
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CAPACITOR -RESISTOR ANALYZER

Here's a compact, reliable, and simple -to-use
instrument designed for general laboratory use,
yet priced right for every TV and radio service
technician. The New TO -4 is made for testing
every capacitor from the lowest to the highest
capacitance units. Modern service shops findthe New TO -4 a must with its instant push-
button range selection, magic -eye bridge bal-
ancing, direct meter readings of leakage current
and insulation resistance, and the continuously
adjustable test voltage for checking electrolyt-
ics at exact rated voltage.

Three especially valuable new features of theTO -4 include, (1) provision of a special low
capacitance circuit for checking small ceramic
and "gimmick capacitors down to 1 mmf (in
addition to a top capacitance range of 2000mmf), (2) a simplified insulation resistance circuit with highreading of 20,000 megohms, (3) Safety -First! Automatic dis-charge of capacitors after test by releasing all push -buttons.

See a demonstration of this sparkling new instrument at yourdistributors without delay. Or write for descriptive circularM-499 to Sprague Products $ 50Company, 55 Marshall Street, ONLYNorth Adams, Massachusetts.

WORLD'S LARGEST CAPACITOR MANUFACTURER
SPRAGUE PFODUCTS COMPANY IS THE DISTRIBUTORi' DIVISION OF SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY

Please mention Successful Servicing when answering advertising.



Setting Up for TV Service

Because of the opening of new market areas and an awakening realization

in old ones of the values of store-operated service, many dealers are
asking: What does it take, in dollars and equipment, to set up for TV

service? Herewith, from several experts, the answers.

by Ted Weber

The following article and its illustra-
tions are reprinted through the courtesy
of ELECTRICAL MERCHADISING and
the McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc.
who acknowledge the cooperation of
experts from Emerson Radio & Phono-
graph Corp., Allen D. DuMont Labora-
tories, Inc., and RCA Service Co. in
providing data for this article.

Reckoned in dollars and cents, setting
up a television service operation is an
expensive undertaking.

But figured in terms of customer good will,
a good service operation is a profitable in-
vestment.

There's no paradox here - it does take
money to equip a service department to

handle TV. But, once equipped, a well -

managed service operation can hold old

friends and make new ones.
Not every dealer wants to handle his own

TV servicing. Some may find it more econ-
omical or more efficient to let a distributor
or an independent service agency handle the
work. Many others, however, will feel that
it will pay them to set up their own service
shop. Taving made that decision, the retailer
is faced with a number of other questions-
boiled down they ask the how, what and
where of setting up a TV service department.

For the answers, Electrical Merchandis-
ing asked a group of TV set makers for

their recommendations. On this, and the

following pages, their suggestions for shop
layouts, test equipment, hand tools, installa-

tion tools and materials and parts inventories
are summarized for the dealer interested in

handling his own service.

Planning the Shop
Space limitations may prevent the dealer

from choosing the "ideal" location or dimen-
sions for a service shop. But good planning
can turn a less than ideal space into an

If possible, service benches should be placed
end to end and flush against the wall to
facilitate supervision. Storage area for in-

coming and outgoing work should be as near
to the benches as possible; if it is any great
distance away some sort of wheeled "dolly"
should be provided for moving chassis from
the storage area to the benches.

If a one-man shop is planned, test equip-
ment can be permanently fixed in a panel.
However, in shops employing more than a
single technician, flexibility must be con-

sidered and the solution would appear to be
a shelf (12 to 24 inches high) mounted at
the rear of the bench. An adequate number
of AC outlets should be provided along the
length of the shelf. Test equipment can then
be moved from place to place on the shelf.

Generally speaking, the bench surface
should be large enough to allow one receiver

TOOLS $90

,
,

4, Li

HAND TOOLS $30
to be set aside for a heat run while the
technician is working on a second set. The
bench should be at (least six feet long, four
feet deep and be from 36 to 38 inches high.
Placement of drawers,. AC outlets and the se-
lection of a bench top are largely matters of
personal preference. Generally, a single draw-
er will be sufficient for the storage of hand
tools; too many drawers will lead service

men to regard them as a last resting place for
parts and junk. There are arguments for and
against metal top benches. One firm sug-
gested the use of ei:her copper or tempered
masonite bench tops, terming the derision
a matter of personal preference. But a sec-
ond manufacturer's service manager said that
the use of a metal top "is not recommended."

Sufficient AC outlets must be provided
not only for the shelf holding test equipment
but for the service bench itself. One service

(Continued on page 25)
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18th Edition .

More information.. . . newer infcrmation
18 sections .. 152 pages ... in the

Tung -Sol Tube Manual. Your wholesaler
can supply it. 'hone him, write him or 'ask
his salesmen. Bring your technical tube
data up-to-date, now!

TUNG-SOL ELECTRIC'INC., Newark 4, N. J.
Sales Offices. Atlanta Culver City floc Angeles)
Chicago  Dallas  Denver  Detroit  Newarc  Seattle

TUNG-SOL makes All -Glass Sealed Beam Lamps,
Miniature Lamps, Signal Flashers, Picture Tubes,
Radio,,TV and Special Purpose Electron.Tubes.
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6 pages classifying 572 Tube Types

52 pages of Operating Characteristics

23 pages cover 122 types of Cathode Ray Tubes

NEW -8 pages on 101 Premium Type Tubes

NEW -6 pages on 40 types of Germanium
Crystal Diodes and 13 Silicon
Crystal Diodes

radio

How to 9t Yost sFot

of th $953,5OO00
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work .

. S

NEW-and only listing in the industry of 115
Obsolete Tube Types

19 pages showing
337 Base Connections

4 pages of Bulb Outline Drawings

Dial lamps

Color codes

Ballast Tube numbering codes

NEW -17 pages of Market and Selling
Information

09.133.
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The Itinerant TV Service Technician

A Detroit TV Service Association publication has commented on
our editorial on the itinerant service technician which appeared in
the January, 1953 issue of SUCCESSFUL SERVICING. The con-
tention is that we have changed our minds concerning the disadvant-
ages of doing service work in the home; that is, we expressed con-
trary opinions some time ago and now seem to be in favor of it.

The fact of the matter is that we spoke about what seems to be
the trend, and fairly definite at that. Moreover it is not unusual to
change one's opinion with changing times. Trends do appear and
while all individuals and concerns having an interest in it may not
agree, only time tells which is proven right or wrong.

There is no question about the advantages of doing service work
in the shop and the disadvantages of working in the home. But the
public has learned that service work can be done in the home.
Perhaps it has been mainly tube changing in the past, but in the
eyes of the public it has been service-and they like the idea of
not having the chassis removed from the home. Admittedly they
accepted the idea of chassis pulling and removal to the service
shop, but by and large they were unhappy about it and prefer
service in the home. Add to this the fact that more than just a ran-
dom few service facilities in different parts of the country are mak-
ing an effort to render service in the home, and others are talking
about it more and more, and there you have your trend. The like-
lihood of it growing is very great, if for no other reason that the
public likes it.

The statement was made that a complete repair cannot be made
in the home. Isn't it determined by the type of fault present in the
receiver and what is involved in the repair? We agree that a good
job should be done, that certain tests should be made on a receiver,
but it is not inconceivable that many complete repairs and tests can
be made in the home. It all depends on the nature of the trouble;
the availability of the proper types of test equipment for diagnosis
in the home, the availability of parts-the competency of the service

technician and his sales ability, etc. These are problems but their
solutions are not impossible.

The cardinal item ís the public reaction to a servicing approach
which has been set by TV servicing facilities. In the past it has

been tube changing by many; but others have changed yokes, focus
coils, variable resistance controls, tuner coil strips, electrolytic capaci-
tors, peaking coils, fixed capacitors, width and linearity coils and
numerous small inductor type components in the home. Defects
associated with these components are not necessarily complicated-
although they may be so, if the fault found is multiple. In that
event the chassis is removed to the service shop. Major repairs like
overall alignment, power transformer and horizontal output trans --
former changes are shop jobs. It is interesting to note that one
receiver manufacturer has unitized chassis for sectional replacement
in the home; another has introduced horizontal -output transformers
with phone tip connectors.

There are no laws which dictate that service work must be done
in the home, but isn't it somewhat unwise to shut one's eyes to a
trend? Picture if you will the possibilities of having a removable
bottom to every table model cabinet . . . access to the bottom of
the chassis without pulling it!-One manufacturer already has a

screen at the bottom of the table model cabinet. Now it is there
for ventilation purposes, but if it were made removable, consider
the convenience for home servicing.

Manufacturrs are adding tests points available at the top of the
chassis as a convenience for trouble diagnosis. Naturally it is a con-
venience in shop servicing, but it also aids in the evaluation of the
type of fault possibly present in the receiver when diagnosis is carried

on in the home.
One of the points raised against home service is that the family

watches the repair operations and becomes a time keeper. Another
contention is that if a schematic is used, the receiver owner suspects
incompetency. A third is the matter of bickering over price. All

of the conditions described happen, but the question is are they
valid reasons for not performing home service-or should the visit-
ing technician also be a salesman who will educate the public to
undertand each of the points being raised? Perhaps the final result
will be understanding from only 90 percent of the television receiver
owners, but it is a step in the right direction. The public does not
know-and some do not want to learn-but by and large, the

majority can be sold. It all depends on the approach ... It may be a
long drawn out affair, but it is the problem of the servicing industry
and all those who cater to it, to try to find the answer for better
public relations and more profitable operation.

Maybe it will take years for the home servicing trend to develop
Maybe it will grow for a year or so, and then change because

of some other situation. Maybe the arrival of color television (in
about two years) may nullify the trend; then again maybe the
reverse will happen-receiver manufacturers may so design their
equipments that substantial amount of service can be done in the
home. We're not fortune tellers-but neither do we fail to note
the appeal which home TV service has to the public. Nor can we shut
our eyes to the fact that more than just a few service facilities operat-
ing in different parts of the nation are doing more than just tube
changing TV service in the home.

When we examine public reaction, we must be objective. Con-

sider the expansion of department stores. Traffic problems make it
difficult for suburbanites to come into town-so, many large stores
open branches in the suburbs. This is a trend which is developing

around all large cities. All stores don't comply, but many do-
the idea being to meet the desires of the public-who in the final
analysis foots the bills.

Ask any design engineer active in the electronic field about

printed circuits . Its a trend, and little by little it is growing.
Can tube manufacturers ward off the semi -conductor (transistor)
trend? Of course not! How will the transistor and printed circuits
affect other component manufacturers in time? The impact is a

relatively long time off, but the trend is there.
The point is raised that adequate numbers of competent per-

sonnel may not be available for good home service . . . Perhaps

this is true and it may limit the extent of the activity . . . Perhaps
the shortage may be so great as to actually prevent the realization
of the trend . . .

But does this mean that we should not see the

trend? . . . As we said before, all organizations may not welcome

a change of this kind. It is their privelege to try to ward it off,

but how is it possible to ward off something if we don't see it

looming in the distance?
We repeat that if the trend takes hold, it will be necessary for

competitive organizations to follow suit. Isn't this normal in com-
petitive activities which render a service? The prices need not be
the same but the modus operandi for satisfying the public's wishes
cannot differ too greatly.

SUCCESSFUL SERVICING is published monthly by JOHN F. RIDER PUBLISHER, INC., 480 Canal Street, New York 13,

N. Y. Telephone WOrth 4-8340. No port:on of this publication may be reproduced without written permission of the publisher.
Copyright 1953 by John F. Rider Publisher, Inc.
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There's Nothing

650 VTVM

This combination of features explains why
 Complete frequency coverage
with one probe, 20 cps to over 110-
mc. Insulated and shielded RF tube
probe, found usually only with lab-
oratory instruments, is included.
 Peak to Peak ACV and RF with
one probe.
 One volt full scale reading on
AC & DC.

 One main selector switch,
all ranges.
 ACrms-Peak to Peak
 32 Ranges
 Zero center mark for FM dis-
criminator alignment plus any
other galvanometer measurements.
 High input impedance 11 meg-
ohms on DC.

Suggested U.S.A. Dealer Net $6950  Prices subject to change without notice.

TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO., BLUFFTON, OHIO

Please mention Successfr! Servicing when answering advertising.
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Fig. 1. Sample of the set manufacturer's blueprint used for reference, describing all electrical
mechanical and physical details of the original parts.

Some Queiíioni E.7) Anáweri _About eider 3

7

such as transformers, capacitors, variable re-

sistor controls and speakers, used in televi-
sion receivers. Many are received each day.
Using blueprints of the original components
is the most reliable means of determining
the constants of the parts used in all of the
production runs of television receivers pro-

duced by manufacturers.
Q-How do you take care of the different

kinds of speakers which are used in the dif-
ferent models?

A-The information we receive from re-
ceiver manufacturers indicates to us the va-
riety of speakers which are used in the table
models, consoles, and consolette Models of

television receivers. The new replacemnt parts
listing which will accompany Rider's TV
Manual 11, and shown herein, will in many
instances, disclose from 3 to 10 different

versions of loud speakers which are used
for the chassis listed. Competitive parts list-

ing services that are incomplete frequenly
show just one speaker as being applicable for
perhaps 10 to 20, or more, receiver models.

Q-Are the parts listed as replacements in
Rider listings subject to much fabrication?

A-No. The need for extensive fabrication
is one of the reasons for disqualifying a sug-
gested replacement part. The blueprints cov-
ering original components received from the
receiver manufacturers, stipulate the mechani-
cal requirements. Only such replacement parts
as fit within these mechanical limitations,
with minor variations, are listed. This means

aUependabCe Replacement Partá ontingi
We have received numerous letters asking

questions concerning the Replacement Parts
Listings which appeared for the first time
in Rider's TV Manual 10 and in the Tek-
Files beginning with pack 57. We feel that
these questions can best be answered by list-
ing the query and explaining the answer.

Q-Why are there vacant spaces in the
parts manufacturers' columns?

A-The vacant spaces under the various
parts manufacturers' listings indicate that, at the
time of preparation of the list for inclusion
in the Rider Manual or Tek-File, the parts
manufacturer did not have a replacement
which, upon analysis, was considered suitable
as a replacement for the original part used
by the set manufacturer.

Q-It it important to adhere to the toler-
ance specifications given in the tolerance col-
umn in the fixed capacitor listing?

A-The answer is yes. The tolerance listed
in the tolerance column relates to the orig-
inal capacitor used in the receiver. Numerous
circuits in TV receivers are critical. Unless
it was necessary, the receiver manufacturer
would not pay a premium price to the parts
supplier for capacitors which are closer t3
the nominal value than the industry standard
of plus or minus 20%. It is always best ser-
vicing practice to use replacements which
conform with stated tolerance ratings, also

those which are expressed in terms of micro

micro farads. It is conceivable that under
certain conditions a capacitor rated at a higher
tolerance may function satisfactorily in a cir-
cuit, wherein a more rigid tolerance is speci-
fied, but this does not indicate that it will
happen in many cases. On occasion a 20%
capacitor may display a capacitance which
is within 1% of the normal rating. This is
just a fortunate circumstance. Unless the set
manufacturer's engineers felt that they needed
a 5 or 10% capacitor, they would not so
specify on the blueprint and pay the extra
money for the higher accuracy.

Q-How is the suitability of a replacement
part decided?

A-The replacement parts listed are select-
ed by comparing the electrical, physical and
test specifications on those parts with the

corresponding specifications of the original
parts used in the receiver. If the specifications
for the suggested replacement match the spe-
cifications for the original parts, the replace-
ment is listed. The receiver manufacturers
furnish us with blueprints of the various
components which we embrace in the Replace-
ment Part Program. An example of one of
the blue prints is shown here. It is for a hor-
izontal output transformer. Although the Rider
Dependable Replacement Parts Program is

only about eight months old, we already
on hand, for reference purposes, blueprints
covering more than 20,000 components

that when a service technician purchases one
of the parts shown in our listing, fabrication
or alteration by him is unnecessary, or at

least is kept to the absolute minimum.
Q-What does "compliance with test speci-

fications mean? "
A- One of the requirements set by us for

listing a replacement part, is that its test speci-
fications conform with those which cover

the original part in the receiver. In other
words, if the set manufacturer stipulates that
the original part must withstand the applica-
tion of 2,500 volts rms between the winding
and the coil of a transformer, the replacement
part must do likewise in order that it be con-
sidered acceptable for listing. This is a safe-
guard for the service technician and is one
of the many reasons why the Rider listings
are the most dependable.

Q-Do you ever check parts in receivers?
A-Yes, many times. This is why we con-

sider the matter of tolerance on inductive
and capacitive components to be such a serious
matter. Time and again we establish that as
little as 10% difference in the inductance of
a horizontal deflection winding from that of
the original part can be very troublesome;
that as little as 10% difference in the turns -
ratio of a vertical output transformer from
the rating of the original part can cause sub-
stantial non -linearity and correction would

(Continued on page 32 )
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UHF ADAPTER
for TV Antennas

Here's a speedy conversion
unit for present TV antennas
that brings in UHF signals.
Easy to install .... fits most
present TV antennas.
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Here Is the Tested
and Proven

RADIART

UHF -TV
ANTENNA

No need to experiment or take chances! RADIART offers you

an ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY TV antenna that is TRIED ...
TESTED AND PROVEN! The new U-4 is a COMPLETELY NEW

antenna developed after months of research and testing! It
is a stable operating, broad band antenna of uniform gain
covering the entire UHF spectrum, with a very low standing

wave ratio. COMPLETELY FACTORY PRE -ASSEMBLED for

speeding installation!

* Uniform Gain with Low Vertical Radiation Angle (No Ghosts)

* Uniform Gain ... Low Standing Wave Ratio

* 300 Ohm Terminal Impedance

* May Be Stacked ... Measures 12 x12 x 5 inches

THE RADIART CORPORATION CLEVELAND 13, OHIO

VIBRATORS AUTO AERIALS TV ANTENNAS ROTORS POWER SUPPLIES

Please mention Successful Servicing when answering advertising.
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A Note on TV in England
Observations made by one of our servicemen -authors who has been

trying his hand at TV Servicing in a shop in England while "vaca-
tioning" abroad.

by John D. Burke

One of my biggest problems since start-

ing to work in a London TV repair shop two
months ago, has been in reading the diagrams
provided for our use.

First of all - there is a considerable dif-
ference just in terminology, between the two
countries - even though we both speak the
"same" language.

Here are some of the translations:

American

B Plus
Power Line
High Voltage

Tube

Antenna
Ground
Shielding
Chassis

Globar Resistor
Vertical
Horizontal
Micromicrofarad
Yoke
Broadcast Band
Mixer
By -Pass

Socket
Plate
Phonograph
Damper
B Plus Plus
Sweep Circuits
"Open"
Short
Unsoldered Connection
Filter Capacitor
Input Capacitor
VTVM

British

High Tension (H.T.)
Extra High Tension

(E.H.T.)

Valve (except for a
CRT-which is
a "tube")

Aerial
Earth
Screening
(Sometimes called

"the deck")

Brimistor Resistor
Frame
Line
Pica Farad
Scan Coils
Medium Wave
Frequency Changer
Decóupling
Valve Holder
Anode
Gramophone
Efficiency Diode
Boosted H.T.
Time Bases
0/C
S/C
Dry Joint
Smoothing Capacitor
Reservoir Capacitor
Valve Voltmeter

May I hasten to add the fact that there are
many more words which are the same in both
countries - we can read one another's tech-
nical literature. For example, such words as
focus, definition, radio frequency, alignment,
synchronization - mean the same.

It was just the fact that these strange words
had to be understood by me, quickly, and
while I was struggling with other problems of
a foreign country's TV system.

The shop in which I work employs four

bench mechanics - called "service engineers".
We have a rather good supply of service infor-
mation. Good, that is, in that it covers most
of the sets we are likely to see; and good i
comparison with the service information a

smaller shop might have been able to acquire.
This word "acquire" is used advisedly. For,

service information in not offered to the whole
trade. Some manufacturers will only supply
such information to those dealers who are
franchised to sell and service their brand
of sets.

Other manufacturers have released diagrams
for publication - but there are limitations. A
book has just been published giving a great
deal of information about quite a few sets. But
the price is very high. Also, the diagrams are
so small I cannot read them without a magni-
fying glass!

There are two magazines with restricted
circulation which publish one TV and one
radio schematic each month. One of these

magazines goes only to full-time profesisonal
repairman. The other only to dealers. The in-
formation they give is very welcome, and I

have been working with such forms of techni-
cal guidance for two months.

However, I find a number of great short-
comings in practically all British radio and TV

service sheets:
Size - generally much smaller print than

can be read comfortably.
Values of resistors and capacitors - not

given on the diagrams. Sometimes they are,
but usually one has to hunt up the parts lists,
with a great loss of time, and much annoy-
ance.

Tubes not designated by type - that is, the
diagram only bears V1, V2, V3, etc. Again,

time is spent looking for the list of tubes
(valves).

Pin numbers not given - a few English
diagrams do show the pin connections but

ATTENTION AUTHORS:
We are soliciting articles concerning radio,

television, and allied electronic maintenance.
All aspects are of interest. Articles of 1,000
to 2,000 words are desired. Preference is

given to subject matter which reflects practical
work rather than theory. The presentation
should be direct, to the point, and amply illus-
trated. Finished art work will be prepared
by us from the roughs submitted. Photographs
are welcome. The rate of payment is on a
word basis - and, needless to say, good writ-
ing rates good pay !

Submit all articles and inquiries to Editor,
Successful Servicing.

Our author - John D. Burke

most do not. Sometimes they will have a basing
chart printed near the schematic. Other times,

one must hunt for it.
Chassis layout charts also have the same de-

fect - they show you where V6 is, but they
do not say what type of tube it is, nor what
function it has in the set.

Voltage readings are not given on the sche-
matic. Usually this is given on a separate chart.

Ohms readings on coils are also given separ-
ately, if given at all.

Of course, my criticisms of English schema-
tics are prompted mostly by my having worked
with those used by our trade in the U.S. My
shopmates are accustomed to using what they
have, and manage to get along quite well in
spite of the handicap.

In time I will be able to do the same. But
I hope for an improvement. Perhaps it will

come as Britain gets more flooded with TV
sets. They now have about 2,000,000 in use.

It must be added, in their favor, that the
sets are quite good, and compare favorably
with American sets.

There are many varieties of chassis - with
some 20 to 30 manufacturers - less than in
the States, but quite enough to satisfy my wish
to always have new and interesting problems
to solve each day.

I brought along with me some technical
literature, including some copies of Rider's
Tek-Files. Looking through several as I write
this, let me assure you that the English TV
repairman quite often has only about 10% of
the information furnished to him that you are
getting.

English shops do not promise quick -as -a -
wink service. And most repair jobs go into the

shop. The average job in my shop takes two to

three days from pick-up 'til delivery.
Also the sets are simpler, and the problems

of 405 line television, and one -channel tele-

vision, are much less. However, that will pro-
vide material for other articles.
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POSITIVE
CURES

FOR T.V. TROUBLES

with
TV MANUFACTURER'S RECEIVER

TROUBLE CURES

VOL. 1 and 2

A brand new series of practical books that
will give you the exact directions for correcting
TV receiver performance "bugs." Each reme-
dy is the one developed by the receiver's
own manufacturer. It is positive! Each cure is
official, factory -authorized. It will help correct
some of the most difficult faults-picture jitter,
hum, instability, buzz, tearing, etc.

If you work in a strong -signal area, a fringe
area, an area of high humidity, etc., you have
special problems in servicing. The manufactu-
rers' trouble cures given in this book will
relieve these troubles when properly applied
to the receiver in question. These tried and
tested cures will speed up your work, wake
it easier and more profitable.

For instant reference, a complete index in
which trouble cures are listed by brand and
chassis or model number, is included.

VOLUME 1 covers 12 prominent brands-
ADMIRAL, AIRKING, ANDREA, ARVIN, BEL-
MONT-RAYTHEON, BENDIX, CALBEST, CAPE-
HART-FARNSWORTH, CBS -COLUMBIA, CERTI-
FIED, CROSLEY, DUMONT, One service job
will more than pay the cost of the book!
Over 120 pages. 51/2"x814" illus. 81.80

VOLUME 2 covers 11 prominent brands-
EMERSON, FADA, FIRESTONE, FREE, GAMBLE-
SKOGMO, GENERAL ELECTRIC, HALLICRAFT-
ERS, HOFFMAN, INDUSTRIAL, INTERNATION-
AL, JACKSON.
Over 120 pages. 51/2"x814" illus. $1.80

Out Jh i3 7190.th

TV MANUFACTURERS' RECEIVER
TROUBLE CURES - VOL. 3

VOLUME 3 covers 16 prominent brands-KAYE-
HALBERT, KENT, MAGNAVOX, MAJESTIC,
MECK, MERCURY, MIDWEST, MONTGOMERY
WARD, MOTOROLA, MUNTZ, NATIONAL,
NORTH AMERICAN PHILLIPS, OLYMPIC, PACI-
FIC -MERCURY, PACKARD-BELL, PHILCO.

Over 120 pages. 51/2'x81/2' illus. $1.80

Buy these books mom at your jobbers...
leather bookstores...or-

I-F Trap Circuits in TV Receivers
(Continued from page 1)

is useless. Trap circuit capacitors must be of
a low -loss type in order to obtain high Q's.
For convenience, we will assume that each of
the diagrams of Fig. 3 represents an associa-
ted sound traps, although trap circuits do not
depend upon the frequency to which the
trap is tuned.

The coil of an inductively -coupled trap, as
in Fig. 3(A), is placed near the i -f inter -
stage coil with which it is to work. If a
41.25-mc associated sound signal is present
in the i -f interstage coil, it will induce a
signal in the trap circuit. This will result in
a relatively large circulating current in the
trap because of its high Q. The circulating
current produces a magnetic field that acts to
oppose the 41.25-mc signal in the i -f inter -
stage coil, thereby considerably reducing the
strength of the associated sound signal. (The
amplitude of this signal cannot be reduced to
zero, of course, because then there will be
no magnetic field in the trap circuit).

B+

B+

(A)

Fig. 3. Various trap circuits. (A) Inductively -
(C) Series -coupled trap.

As the solid line of Fig. 2 shows, the
41.25-mc trap produces a response -curve peak
slightly to the left of 41.25-mc. If a 40.5-
mc signal is present in the i -f interstage coil,
for example, it will also produce some circu-
lating current in the trap circuit. The mag-
netic field that is produced in this case, how-
ever, will aid the 40.5-mc signal because of
phase differences between the 40.5-mc and
41.25-mc operation. Fortunately, there is little
likelihood of a signal at 40.5 mc, and the
peak at this point should cause no trouble.
Similar peaks may be created to the left of
39.75 mc and to the right of 47.25 mc.

If the inductively -coupled trap coil is too
near the i -f interstage coil, the trapping effect
becomes broadened out until some of the
picture signals are trapped out in addition to
41.25 mc. If the trap coil is too far from the
i -f interstage coil it will have insufficient ef-

A second type of circuit, the capacitively -

coupled trap, is shown in Fig. 3(B). Al-
though the operation of this circuit is differ-
ent than that of the inductively -coupled trap,
the end result is the same. At 41.25 mc, for
example, coupling capacitor Cc in combina-
tion with L and C, will produce a low -
impedance series -resonant path to ground.
This will "short-circuit" the 41.25-mc signal
that is present in the i -f interstage coil. The
capacitively -coupled trap also produces a peak
to the left of 41.25 mc, but in this case it is
caused by a high -impedance parallel -resonant
condition between the i -f interstage coil and
the trap circuit.

The effectiveness of the capacitively -coupled
trap is partly determined by the size of the
Cc. If this capacitor is too large, the trapping
action will remove some of the picture sig-
nals, while an undersized coupling capacitor
will result in insufficient trapping action. A
typical value for Cc is 1.5 µµf.

coupled trap. (B) Capacitively -coupled trap.
(D) Cathode trap.

The series -coupled trap of Fig. 3(C) acts
by introducing a high -impedance parallel -
resonant circuit in series with the signal path.
This trap is also characterized by a peak to
the left of 41.25 mc. The action of the trap
is controlled by the size of C. When C is
too small, the picture frequencies will be af-
fected. When C is too large, the size of L
becomes correspondingly small and it becomes
difficult to build a high -Q trap coil. C is
generally over 100µµf in value.

The fourth circuit, the cathode trap, is
shown in Fig. 3(D). The action of this
trap is based upon the reduced gain that re-
sults when an impedance is introduced into
the cathode circuit of a tube. At 41.25 mc
the trap coil reflects a high impedance into
the cathode circuit, while at other frequencies
it has very little effect. The cathode coil by
itself is a small inductance, and does not

feet. (Continued on page 18)
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Bring back that New -Set Sparkle
with Performance-Tested Tubes

Meet John Cunningham, a CBS-Hytron Commercial Engineer.
John is beginning at the beginning for you. Socket by socket, he is
analyzing the tube requirements of a brand-new TV set design.

John knows the superior performance de-
manded. He concentrates his know-how on
insuring top tube operation within stand -
arc specification limits. He tests sample
tubes ... checks analysis data. Working
hand - in - glove with the set designer .. .
and with CBS-Hytron engineers ... he as-
sures control of the characteristics of all
tubes for this new chassis. Finally he
achieves... from rectifiers to picture tube
.. the perfect performance all of this
engineering team (and you) seek.

Constantly CBS-Hytron carries on
teamwork like this. Socket by socket anal-
ysis. Day in, day out - with 9 out of 10

leading TV set makers. Both tube and set
engineers pool their specialized skills.
Scores of the nation's foremost TV set
engineers help make endless CBS-Hytron
improvements. Help assure you of unsur-
passed performance in virtually all lead-
ing TV sets.

Small wonder that your CBS-Hytron
replacement tubes recapture that new -set
sparkle. Please your customers. Cut your
call-backs. Profit more. Take advantage
of CBS-Hytron engineering. Demand
CBS-Hytron ... your logical replacement
tube, because it is performance -tested all
the way ... from original to replacement.

MANUFACTURERS OF RECEIVING TUBES SINCE 1921

NTTRON RADIO AND ELECTRONICS CO.

A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.

Main Office: Danvers, Massachusetts

NEW... BIGGER... BETTER

FREE!

6th Edition
CBS-HYTRON

Reference Guide
for

Miniature Electron
Tubes

 A CBS-Hytron original ... it's unique.
 MI miniatures, regardless of make.
 250 miniature types ... 87 new.
 111 basing diagrams ... 34 new.
 Similar larger prototypes indicated.
 8 packed pages of data you need daily.
 And it's FREE!
Get your copy of this old friend brought up to
date now. Ask your CBS-Hytron jobber or
write direct ... today!

Please mention Successful Servicing when answering advertising.
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You contra your own roadcast test pattern for initial i

stallations and linearity adjustment calls with the Simpso
Model 485. Newly developed Model 485 provides a sy
chronized signal, modulated on the carrier frequencies
channels 2 through 6, which can be tuned and sent throug
the receiver under test - anywhere, at any time! The ve
tical and horizontal sync pulses provide means by whic
the pattern is locked in on the TV receiver. Since this is
transmitted TV signal, it is not necessary to check again
a broadcast pattern. Linearity is double checked with
single test- no call back to cut service profits.

Dealer's net price, including szecial output cable f
75 and 300 ohm terminations, only $147.50. Ask yo
jobber for full information or write -
SIM'- ON ECTRIC COMPAN

52r West Kin Street, Chicago 44, Illinois
CO 11221

rld', largest ntanu/acturer o/ test equipfi

Please mention Successful Servicing when answering advertising.
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Replacement Parts inTV Receivers
(Part 1 -Capacitors con'td)

This is the sixth in a series of articles
on "Replacement Parts in TV Receivers."
"Transformers" will be discussed next month.

Maximum Operating Temperature

We have already referred to the item of

operating temperature. In a sense, the maxi-
mum operating temperature is a constant for

a capacitor although it might, perhaps, be
better viewed as a rating. By and large the
general run of capacitors intended for use in
television receivers are designd for operation
at either maximum temperatures of 65°C or
85°C. In either case, whatever are supposed
to be the other constants of the unit are as-
sumed to be true only if the capacitor is used
within the maximum operating temperature
rating.

An attempt towards standardizing maximum
operating temperature ratings of paper di-

electric capacitors used in TV receivers at

85°C is under way. However, 65°C capacitors
are still commonplace. Operating a capacitor

above its maximum operating temperature
rating generally results in a reduction in the
insulation resistance of the capacitor and in
an increase in the power factor, that is, in the
electrical losses in the unit.

Receiver manufacturers have displayed dur-
ing the past few years, a trend towards the use
of 85°C capacitors in place of the 65°C capaci-
tors which they used in the past. Unfortu-
nately, the specific capacitor used in a receiver
does not bear a label which indicates its max-
imum operating temperature rating. Hence,
when replacement is the issue it is a matter
of either replacing with a component which
is similar to that used in the receiver, which
may be a 65°C unit or buying a 85°C and

using it. In this respect, reference to the
catalogues made by the capacitor manufac-
turers will disclose the maximum operating
temperature ratings of their components. It

is pretty much standard today that molded
capacitors are 85°C rated. As a matter of fact,
the replacements shown in the Rider Depend-
able Replacement Parts Lists for tubular capa-
citors are the molded variety even when the
original part was a paper tubular. Summar-
izing the entire matter, the use of molded
case paper dielectric tubulars with the various
synthetic impregnants as replacements for

tubular capacitors used in TV receivers will
satisfy the maximum operating temperature
ratings set by the receiver manufacturers with
very rare exceptions.

Insulation Resistance
The insulation resistance is a rating asso-

ciated with paper dielectric tubulars, mica
dielectric and ceramic dielectric fixed capaci-
tors. It expresses the d -c resistance of the
capacitor at rated temperatures. It is an im-

by John F. Rider

portant item when capacitors are used as

blocking devices to prevent the application
of d -c voltage present at one point, at another
point. The blocking capacitor, also known
as the coupling capacitor in many amplifier

circuits is the example of such an application.
The usual way in which the insulation re-

sistance of paper dielectric capacitors is men-
tioned, is megohms times microfarads. On

the average, the insulation resistance of paper
dielectric tubular capacitors at the temper-
atures from 20 to 25°C runs around 2,000
megohms per microfarad for values above .1
mfd. On occasion the rating is 1,000 megohms
per microfarad. This means that if the capaci-

tance is .5 microfarad the insulation resistance
may vary from 500 to perhaps 1,000 meg-
ohms. If the capacitance is less than .1 mfd
the insulation resistance usually is specified at
a fixed amount, as for example, 5,000 meg-
ohms for the unit. As to the change in in-
sulation resistance with temperature, it may
decrease to as low as 1/70th of its base value
at 20°C, when the temperature rises 40 to
50°C.

In the case of ceramic and mica capacitors
which are generally available in the lower
values, the insulation resistance is generally
expressed as a fixed quantity as for example
5,000 megohms, or more or less. The re-
ceiver manufacturers generally specify the
insulation resistance when they order capaci-
tors and their requirements extend from 5,000
to 7,500 megohms. Replacement units of

this kind of capacitor generally display similar
values of insulation resistance.

The lower the insulation resistance of a
capacitor, the greater is the possible leakage

i
Latest RIDER TEK-FILE Packs

with
Replacement Parts Listings

Buy t/te#n at yam. ya44e4

Pack

Pack

Pack

Pack

Pack

70. Motorola
71. Packard -Bell, Philco

72. RCA
73. Western Auto, Westinghouse
74. Radio Craftsmen, RCA, Sears

Roebuck

Pack 75. Sentinel, Spartan, Spiegel,
Starrett, Stewart -Warner

Pack 76. Stromberg-Carlson, Sylvania
Pack 77. Westinghouse, Zenith

For the individual models included in

these Packs, refer to the TEK-FILE INDEX

in this issue.

N. .MM... .M1..H ..-.

of the d -c voltage applied to the plate of a
tube, through the capacitor, to the grid of
the next tube, assuming that the capacitor
is the d -c blocking device between these two
tube electrodes. On the face of it, it may
seem as though 1,000 megohms insulation
resistance is a tremendously high ohmic value,
yet receiver manufacturers frequently require
that paper, ceramic and mica capacitors in

certain capacitance ranges display insulation
resistance of from 6,000 megohms to 7,500
megohms minimum, when measured at 100
volts dc at from 20 to 25°C. For example, if
the insulation resistance is 1,000 megohms
and the voltage is 250 volts, a current of .25
microampere will flow through the capacitor.
If this amount of current is allowed to flow
through, a 10 megohm grid leak and a 21/2
volt drop will develop across the resistor and
by virtue of the polarity, can very materially
and adversly affect the existing grid bias.

This accounts for the requirement of 5,000 to
10,000 megohms insulation resistance for ca-
pacitors less than .1 mf used in this manner.
Frequently, in order to maintain the high
insulation resistance present between the ter-
minals of mica capacitors for example, they
are waxed dipped.

Although we have not mentioned this point
earlier, it is always advisable before wiring
in a replacement capacitor to check its capaci-
tance and its insulation resistance. On more
than one occasion, we found that this brief
test saved a great deal of time, because in
some cases the capacitor was wrongly labeled
and in other cases its insulation resistance had
for some unknown reason, fallen from far

below its normal value. This does not happen
too frequently, but the few moments neces-
sary to make these tests will be worthwhile
in the long run.

Relative to insulation resistance it is well
to take note of another very important con-
sideration, namely the voltage at which the
capacitor is tested. The ordinary ohmmeter
test is not satisfactory because the voltage
applied is too low. Whenever possible, the
insulation resistance test should be made with
at least 100 volt dc applied, preferably several
hundred volts.

Quite frequently the insulation test made
with an ordinary ohmmeter shows a tremen-
dously high resistance, but when the applied
voltage is increased from 100 volts do to
perhaps 300 volts dc, the insulation resis-

tance falls to a value which indicates excessive
leakage through the capacitor and its unsuit-
ability for use in the circuit.
Power Factor

Power factor is a constant for all capaci-
tors. It is an expression which denotes the

(Continued on page 28)
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Receive 100% Value
from your Scope and Meter!

Here's how to use them
accurately, rapidly, and
more profitably.

RIDER'S "HOW TO USE" SERIES

Here's the start of a new series of down-to-earth, practical books for the TV and radio
service technician. They are written with the express purpose of showing you "how
to use". We guarantee you'll save time and money in your everyday servicing by reading
these fact -packed

Coming in //fag

Obtaining and Interpreting

TEST SCOPE TRACES
by John F. Rider

Over 500 actual photographs of test scope
patterns explaining the causes for abnormal
patterns in TV receivers, FM and AM radio
receivers, audio systems and test equip-
ment. Every application is accompanied by
a specific test equipment set-up and ex-
planation. Removes all guesswork. No
other book like it!
Over 140 pages

illustrated
51/2 x 81/2" $2.40

paper bound

Other volumes in the series
Order from your jobber . .

Coming -gn /nag

HOW TO USE METERS
by John F. Rider

Know the facts on all types of meters -
panel type, volt-ohm-milliammeter, vacuum
tube voltmeter. Learn how to use them for
servicing TV and radio receivers, audio
amplifiers, power supplies, etc.; for use and
repair of amateur transmitters. Indispens-
able for the service technician, the TV and
radio student and radio amateurs.
Over 140 pages 51/2 x 81/2" $2.40

illustrated paper bound

are now in preparation.
. bookstore ... or write to

BLHER .

JOHN /DE/1 480PU CanalI StreetS

I

, New YorkNC 13, N. Y.

Laughs in the Life of a TV Serviceman

"That sounds serious-do I need a new tuner?"

« O MA'M, it isn't serious, your
Nturner's OK-and you're lucky

you own a Raytheon TV receiver.
They're well engineered and an easy
set to service. Their tuner is one
of the best on the market."

Raytheon's VU-tnatica tuner is one
of the few tuners you can service
100% while it is in the chassis. All
tuner parts and circuits are easy to

get at for test, repair or alignment.
This eliminates the necessity for
complete tuner replacement a n d
new turner alignment.

Raytheon designs and builds its
own tuner for stability, fringe per-
formance and long life . . . Ray-
theon Television and Radio Corp-
oration, 5921 West Dickens Avenue,
Chicago 39, Illinois.

SuccPceful Sorviein,. A...a roeo
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HINT FOR FINDING

TV CHANNEL FREQUENCIES

The following hint, which appeared origin-
ally in "The Relay" (published by the Fred
C. Harrison Co., Elmira, N. Y.) is based on
an idea submitted by John Mulligan.

1. To find the frequencies corresponding to
any uhf channel (channels 14 to 83) proceed
as follows. Multiply the channel number by 6,
then add 389 mc. This will give the center
frequency of the channel. The frequency of
the picture carrier is 1.75 mc below the center
frequency, and the frequency of the sound
carrier is 2.75 mc above the center frequency.

2. To find the frequencies corresponding to
a channel in the high vhf band (channels 7 to
13) proceed as follows: Multiply the channel
number by 6, then add 135 mc. This will
give the center frequency of the channel. The
picture -carrier frequency is 1.75 mc below the
center frequency, and the sound -carrier fre-
quency is 2.75 mc above the center frequency.

3. To find the frequencies corresponding to
a channel in the low vhf band (channels 2 to
6) proceed as follows: Multiply the channel
number by 6, then add 49 mc for channels 5
or 6 or add 45 mc for channels 2, 3, or 4.
This will give the center frequency of the
channel. The picture -carrier frequency is 1.75
mc below and the sound -carrier frequency is
2.75 mc above the center frequency.

As an example, assume you are interested in
knowing the frequencies coresponding to uhf
channel 44. The center frequency is 44 times
6 plus 389 mc, or 653 mc. The picture -carrier
frequency is 1.75 mc lower, or 651.25 mc
while the sound -carrier frequency is 2.75 mc
higher, or 655.75 mc.

As a second example, assume you are inter-
ested in knowing the frequencies of vhf chan-
nel 11. The center frequency is 11 times
6 plus 135 mc, or 201 mc. The picture -carrier
frequency (1.75 mc lower) is 199.25 mc,
while the sound -carrier frequency (2.75 mc
higher) is 203.75 mc.

Maintenance and Repair
(Continued from page 15)

be glad to pay the extra charge when he sees
the improvement made on performance.

In conclusion, we might say that you only
get out of the radio -TV service business
what you put into it. If you put your full
time into doing the best possible work on
your customer's sets, using all of the helps
available, you will be more than repaid in
the increased service business, especially in
the repeat business that high -quality work
will always bring in.

Please mention Successful Servicing when answering advertising.
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TV SUPPLEMENTARY SHEET NO. 2

MODEL &
CHASSIS

PART 1 CATALOG 4 FUNCTION DESCRIPTION LIST
PRICE

MODEL &
CHASSIS

PART ° CATALOGS FUNCTION DESCRIPTION LIST

PRICE

ARVIN W-148861 Order From AGC 10000 IW-W.W.

6175TM E22464-20 RTV-259 Vert. Lin./ 3000/2.5 Meg. $3.10 MFR.

6179TM Height 2W-W.W./carbon
Conc. Dual EMERSON

E22464-27 RTV-352 Contrast
Vol./Sw.

1500/250 0 Conc. Dual
carbon--5PST

$3.70 7118
7128

390156 AG -61-S
KSS-5

Vert.
Hold

I Meg. 0 carbon $1.25

720B

E22464-34 AG -49-S Bright. LOOK 0 carbon $1.25 390181 AG -52-S Bright. 200K C) carbon $1.25

KSS-3 K55-5

CHASSIS
TE -331 E22464-36 AG -83-5 Vert. 1.5 Meg. 0 carbon $1.25 390183 AG -44-S Hoe. 50K C) carbon $1.25

TE -331-2 KSS-3 Hold KSS-5 Hold

E22464-38 AG y' Hoe. 25K C) carbon $1.25 390196 AG -83-5 Height 2 Meg. 0 carbon $1.25

KSS-5 Hold FKS-1/4

BELMONT- CHASSIS 390196 AG -83-S Focus 2 Meg. 0 carbon $1.25

RAYTHEON
1201648 FKS-I/4

C -1729A AIOA-I84" RTV-218 Contrast/ 5000/1Meg. Tap 100K $4.50 390197 A43-5000 Vert. 5000 0 2W-W.W. $1.25

C -1731A Vol./Sw. 0 Conc. Dual carbon FKS-1/4 Lin.

M- I726A DPST

M -1724A
390201 RTV-2% Contrast 1500/I Meg. Conc. $3.70

AIOB-17275 AG -49-S Vert. LOOK 0 carbon $1.25 Vol./Sw. Dual carbon--SPST

KSS-3 Hold
390202 AG -83-5 Fringe Con,- 2 Meg. O carbon--SPST $1.25

A10B-17764 AG -44-S Bright. 50K 0 carbon $1.25 FKS-1/4/SWB pensatar .60

KSS-3
FADA

AIOB-19218 AG -19-S Vert. 5000 0 carbon $1.25
FK5-1/4 Lin. 7C42 D220076G20 A43-5000 Vert. 50000 2W-W.W. $1.25

7C52 FKS-1/4 Lin.

AIOB-19220 AG -61-S Height 750K 0 carbon $1.25
FKS-1/4 52.24 AG -64-S Height 2.5 Meg. 0 carbon $1.25

FK5-1/4

AIOB-19542 AG -63-Z Tone I Meg. 0 carbon $1.25
KSS-3

52.64 RTV-109 Contrast/ 750 Tap 500/500K 0 $4.50
Vol ./Sw. 2W-W.W./carbon

BE N DIX
Conc. Dual--SPST

OAK3 CH262022-4 AG -42-S Hor. 30K 0 carbon $1.25 52.66 RTV-110 Vert./ I Meg./50K 0 Conc. $3.10

21K3 F$-3 Hold
Hon. Hold Dual carbon

2IKD
2113
21X3

CH262024-15 AG -27-S
FK5-1/4

Noise
Inverter

10K 0 carbon $1.25
52.69 AG -44-S

FS -3

Bright.g 50K 0 carbon $1.25

RV4C10 AG -83-S Vert. 2 Meg. 0carbon $1.25
52.74 AG -84-S Focus 2.5 Meg. 0 carbon $1.25

CH262025-4 FKS-I/4 Hold
FKS-I/4

CH262025-14 Some Models Ute Part 0 52.68

RV4C07 AG -85-S Height 3 Meg. 0 carbon $1.25
CH262025-7 FKS-I/4

7T32,77T32,
721

52.24 AG -84-S
FKS-1/4

Height 2.5 Meg. 0 carbon $1.25

RV4C07 AG -85-S Focus 3 Meg. 0 carbon $1.25
CH262025-7 FKS-1/4

52.24 AG -84-S Focus 2.5 Meg. 0 carbon $1.25

CH262025-12
FKS-1/4

RV4C11 AG -58-S Vert. 600K 0 carbon $1.25
52.64 RTV-109 Contrast 750 Tap 500/500K 0 54.50

CH262025-10 FKS-1/4 Lin.
Vol./Sw. 2W-W.W./carbon

CH262025-13
Conc. Dual--SPST

CH262041-2 AT -90 Vol ./Sw. 500K 0 carbon--SPST $1.25
52.66 RTV-110 Vert/ 1 Meg/50K 0 $3.10

FS-3/SWA
Hor. Hold Conc. Dual carbon

1H262045-1 RTV-373 Bright./ 100K/1200 0 Conc. $3.10
52.68 A43-5000 Vert. 5000 0 2N-W.W. $1.25

Contrast Dual carbon
FKS-I/4 Lin.

C R O S L E Y
52.69 AG -44-S

FS -3

Bright. 50K 0 carbon $1.25

DU-20CDM, 8-148952 AG -83-S Vert. 1.5 Meg. 0 carbon $1.25

CHB, CHM, RS -2 Hold
Same Models Ute Alternate Pat 0 52.74

COB, COM,
B-148953 AG -44-5 Mar. 50K 0 carbon $1.25

20C22 52.24 AG -84-S Height 2.5 Meg. 0 carbon $1.25

DU-2ICDMI,
CON, CHM,
COB, COL,
COLE, COM

8-148966

RS -2

AG -43-S
R5-2

Hold

Bright. 40K 0 carbon $1.25

20T12
24110

52.54

FKS-1/4

RTV-109 Contrast/
Vol./Sw.

750 Tap 500/500K 0
2W-W.W./carbon

$4.50

Conc. Dual--SPST

B-149893 A10-1500 Focus 15000 4W-W.W. $1.85
K$S-3

52.66 RTV-110 Vert./Mar. I Meg ./50K 0 $3.10
Hold Conc. Dual carbon

B-151634 AG -15-S Vert. 30000carbon $1.25
RS -2 Lin.

52.68 A43-5000 Vert. 50000 2W-W.W. $1.25
FK5-1/4 Lin.

CHASSIS B-152129 AG -83-S Height 1.5 Meg. 0 carbon $1.25

357 RS -2
52.69 AG -44-S Bright. 50K 0 carbon $1.25

357-1
F5-3

C-151111 RTV-327 Contrast/ 1500/IMeg. Tap 250K $4.30
Vol ./Sw. O Conc. D.'al carbon

SPST c_-_ u_ Tel aacntn_cu_It ia,

CLAROSTAT

This supplementary sheet is for use as an up-to-the-
minute addition to your Clarostat RTV Manual.
Manuals are available through your distributor or
directly from Clarostat. Price $1.00.

CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., INC.
DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE

Please mention Successful Servicing when answering advertising
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Mismatched TV Components

Numerous comments concerning the effects of
improperly matched TV components have appeared
in SUCCESSFUL SERVICING in the past. These

have led to numerous telephone calls from service
technicians asking that we publish information
concerning the effects of such conditions. These

articles will appear in this magazine beginning
with the May, 1953 issue.

The Editor

JUST OUT:
RIDER'S TV 11

CORRECTION TO:

Rider's Dependable Replacement Parts
Listing published in TV Volume 10.

SWEEP TRANSFORMERS

Set Mfr.

Gamble-Skogmo

Set Mfr's Original
Part No.
51X156

Correction: Transpose A-8141 from Ram column
to Stancor column.

RCA 74114

Correction: Change Part No. 74114 to 74144 in
Part No. column.

the 6300 series
for the new 12 -volt auto circuit

has been added to the full line

of

* Faster Starting

* Longer Life

* Complete
Replacement

* Seal -Vented

Line

Maintaining the reputation for the most complete re-
placement line, C -D now has available the new 6300
series of vibrators to take care of the 12 -volt circuits on
many of the new 1953 cars. Once again, this proves that
all you need in vibrators for full coverage* in the re-
placement market is C -D ... longer life, dependable and
trouble -free performance. And seal -vented.... even
greater than evert

*Ask your C -D Distributor about the NEW C -D plastic case VIBRATOR KIT.

CONSISTENTLY DEPENDABLE

MH f« OUBiW
SOUTH PLAINFIELD, NEW JERSEY

 CAPACITORS  ANTENNAS
 ROTORS  VIBRATORS  CONVERTERS

I -F Trap Circuits etc.
(Continued from page 10)

cause much degeneration. A transformer ar-
rangement is used to obtain a high -Q trap
circuit. The coupling between primary and
secondary determines the effectiveness of the
trap.

The cathode trap generally does not pro-
duce a peak to the left of 41.25 mc. How-
ever, the trap loses its effectiveness if the
transconductance of the associated tube is low.
This tube should operate, therefore, with a
constant bias. If agc bias is applied to the
tube, the trap will become useless when strong
station signals are being received.

Any of the four arangements shown in Fig.
3 may be used to trap out a 4.5-mc signal in
the video section of the receiver.

Tuning of Traps
In non-intercarrier receivers, the sound i -f

signal is removed from one of the 41.25-mc
traps, while in intercarrier receivers the sound
signal is obtained from a 4.5-mc trap. The
question arises, when tuning these traps, as to
whether to tune for maximum sound output
or minimum picture -signal output. The an-
swer is that i -f traps should always be ad-
justed for minimum second -detector output, so
as to obtain the solid -line response curve of
Fig. 2. Similarly, 4.5-mc traps should be ad-
justed for minimum 4-5-mc signal at the
cathode-ray tube. A properly designed re-
ceiver will have sufficient sound output when
the traps are adjusted in this manner, and it
is more important to optimize the picure
presentation. Receiver schematics usually spe-
cify the frequency at which each trap is in-
tended to operate. In most cases, the trap
circuits are slug tuned.

Conclusion and Summary
From the foregoing discussion, one may

conclude that many television receiver faults
may be traced to improperly aligned traps, or
to traps that have been omitted in the design
of the receiver. In all cases, improperly
aligned traps may trap out picture signals
rather than the signals they were intended
for. This may be checked by examining the
overall i -f and video response curves of the
receiver. Summarizing, we may note that:

1. Improperly aligned or missing associated
sound traps may result in sound -bar and 4.5-
mc interference in the picture, and buzz in
intercarrier receivers;

2. An improperly aligned or missing ad-
jacent sound trap may result in sound -bar and
1.5-mc interference in the picture;

3. An improperly aligned or missing ad-
jacent picture trap may result in adjacent -
picture interference in the desired picture;

4. An improperly aligned or missing 4.5-
mc trap may results in 4.5-mc interference in
the picture, and weak sound in intercarrier
receivers.

R'aen Tey firt giuea ryau

Please mention Successful Servicing when answering advertising. Finger - tip accessibility



Ane 2;fou a TV T hoei' EXPERT?

What caused the abnormal
picture tube pattern in
this TV receiver?

O p

These are the waveforms that resulted when

the above TV receiver was tested with an

oscilloscope. Do you know the trouble?

If you don't know ... see the next page for the answer.

7FZi'A-FiZ' does your troubleshooting for you!

Here's what enthusiastic TELL -A -FAULT subscribers

have to say:

"Very valuable not only to the beginner serviceman but
to the experienced one as well. It is as essential as
test equipment and tools."
Hugo Bonavita, Cincinnati, Ohio

"We have paid for our subscription already with the
information we have used to date. "
Joe's Radio and TV Service, Hopkinton, Mass.

TELL -A -FAULT is a completely new troubleshooting service
for electronics technicians. Nothing like it has ever been at-
tempted in the servicing industry. It is practical information for

the practical man. No theory!
Specifically, TELL -A -FAULT deals with the troubleshooting

( symptoms and cures) of all types of television receivers.

TELL -A -FAULT is a quadruple -threat service consisting of

(1) time -saving, pictorial, symptom and cure sheets, (2) circuit
guides, (3) servicing -technique short cuts, and (4) the usage
of all sorts of test equipment. All information is practical.

REMEMBER! TELL -A -FAULT pays for itself if you
use only one or two symptom sheets during the year. Save
time and eliminate guesswork in troubleshooting - use
TELL -A -FAULT!

E
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

- - - MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY - - -

John F. Rider Publisher, Inc., Dept. TF 10
480 Canal Street
New York 13, N. Y.

Gentlemen:

TELL -A -FAULT is the direct answer to the service technician's
needs. As a service technician it will save me many hours of
troubleshooting time. I am enclosing ten dollars ($10.00) to
cover the cost of a one year subscription. Send me my TELL -A -

FAULT binder and all the valuable information released

to date.

Name

Address

City Zone.... State

"Congratulations on TELL -A -FAULT... it ought to be a
must. " John C. Pyle, Denver, Colorado 0 Cash 0 Check 0 Money Order



liTAFi'i'T Symptom Sheet
Copyright 1953 John F. Rider

BRIGHT VERTICAL LINE

(NOTE: Refer to CIRCUIT GUIDE IV -9(A)
for identification of components.)

The unstable picture -tube pattern evident while the re-
ceiver was defective is shown, as photographed at different
instants, in Figs. 1 and 2. The raster was shrunken in
size and jumped erratically over the face of the picture
tube at a rapid but visible rate, giving the appearance of
a flickering raster. Neither vertical nor horizontal sync
could be restored by adjustment of the hold controls. The
bright vertical ine, marked by intermittent horizontal
streaks, was conspicuous at all times. While audio -output
level was normal, a steady oscillation of undetermined
frequency accompanied the sound.

8-N

2

Since symptoms of faulty operation appeared to involve
both vertical and horizontal synchronization and the high -
voltage section, which depends on the horizontal -sweep
circuit, operation of the common sync strip was checked.
The sync separator and clipper (VI and V2) appeared to
be operating normally. However, at the grid of the sync
splitter (V3), the unstable, distorted waveform of Fig. 3

was obtained, with an isolating probe, at H/3. Normally,
the well-defined steady pulse of Fig. 4 is present. A simi-
lar condition existed at the vertical -scanning frequency.

Output from this stage was then investigated. Wave.
forms at the plate were badly distorted in shape. For
example, at V/2 through the low -capacitance probe, the
pattern of Fig. 5 was noted. This stage, when functioning
properly, produces a plate waveform like that shown in
Fig. 6 at the frequency mentioned.

The cathode -output waveform (obtained at the junction
of R9 with RI0) was similar to but out of phase with
the plate output, as expected (see Fig. 7). However, it was
much lower in amplitude. Cathode and plate output wave-
forms are normally of the same amplitude. The normal
output waveforms of Figs. 6 and 8, for example, are simi-
lar in shape, opposite in polarity, and of the same P -P
height. The positive d -c voltage at the junction of R9 and
RlO, however, was considerably larger than the normal
low value.

A check of the output side of capacitor C6, feeding
from the cathode, revealed the expected display, already
shown in Fig. 7; but the d -c voltage, normally negative,
was identical to the positive reading found at the pre-
viously mentioned junction of R9 and RIO. In addition,
resistance readings on either side of capacitor C6 were
the same.

Normal operation of this receiver was restored by
replacing a defective component in the cathode -output
circuit of the phase splitter, V3. Coupling capacitor
C6 was found to be shorted.

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED PRINTED IN U.S.A. IV -E-1
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REVISION ; \

, \CNANGES: ,...

The Rider Manual pages and TEK-FILE pack
which include the original data and shematics to
which the following production changes apply,
appear in the index on page 29 of this issue.

GAMBLE-SKOGMO (CORONADO)
MODELS 05TV 1-43-9014A,

15 RA2-43-9105A
CHASSIS 16AY210

Circuit Changes, Audio
A 6T8 tube (triode -triple diode) replaces

the audio amp. 6AV8 (V12) and the audio
det. 6AL5 (V21), performing the same
functions as these two tubes.

In the audio strip assembly, 72 (Part No.
B -13M-19257, the ratio detector coil) is

replaced by Part No. B -13M-17273.
NOTE: Chassis stamped with RMA date

code number 124031 or higher in-
corporate these changes.

MAGNAVOX
CHASSIS CT -275, 276, 277, 278,

279, 280, 281, 282

R -F Unit
These chassis use either r -f unit 700349

or 700354.

SYLVANIA
MODEL 1110X
CHASSIS 1-329

Sound I -F Limiter (Circuit Change)
1. Dual ceramic capacitor C-103 and C-104

(.0044, 450v), connected to pins 6 and
7 of the Sound I -F Limiter (V-9, 6AU6) ,
is removed from the circuit.

2. Resistor R-105 (330 ohms, 1.1w), con-
nected to pin 7 of V-9, is removed from
the circuit.

3. The cathode of V-9 (pin 7) is connected
directly to ground.

4. New capacitor C-103 (.005µf, 500v,
ceramic, Service Part 168-500D) is
added to the circuit as screen grid by-
pass for V-9 (pin No. 8 to ground).

NOTE: Chassis coded CO2 and later incor-
porate this change.

SYLVANIA
MODELS 71M, 72M, 73B, 73M
CHASSIS 1-366(C08), 1-441(CO2)

Sound I -F Limiter (Circuit Change)
1. Resistor R-105 (330 ohms) and capaci-

tor C-103 (.004µf) are removed from
the cathode (pin 7) of the Sound I -F
Limiter (V-10, 6AU6).

2. The cathode is conneoted directly to
ground.

3. Capacitor C-103 (pin 6 of V-10, 6AU6)
is changed from .004µf, 500v to .0054,
500v (Service Part 166-50001)).

NOTE: Chassis 1-366 coded C09 and
chassis 1-441 coded CO3 incorporate
this change.

CHIMNEY MOUNT
Model AK 85 The fastest -installed chimney
mount ever devised for TV antennas! Rugged in
design-simple to install. Simply thread strapping
through rachet, around chimney and back through
rachet-wind up rachet tight-and the job's done!
Heavy gauge, zinc -plated steel with large"U" bolt
for up to 1%" O.D. mast and full length galva-
nized steel strapping.

THE RADIART CORPORATION
CLEVELAND 13, OHIO

Please mention Successful Servicing
when answering advertising.

NOW SECTIONALIZED...
for

complete

up-to-date

coverage

= Official, accurate factory -authorized data!

All pages filed in place!
All production runs and changes through

February 1953! -_

= Big 12"" x 15' size

  Cumulative index TV Volumes 1 through 11=

-  Over 2,200 pages (equivalent of 81/2'x11")=

**VOIDS," TV
-with

ROLACE.
P

Makes TV Servicing EASY!

Circuit action descriptions!

Unpacking and installation data!

Signal waveforms for trouble shooting!

Complete alignment data!

Complete Parts Lists!
ONLY $24.00

'for all receivers in

RIDER'S TV 10 and II.

Order from your jobber today!
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HERE'S THE

FULL REPORT!

LIFE TEST MAGNETIC TUBES Test No. E-5526
United States Testing Company Date 10-11-52

Hoboken, N. J. Engineer A.S.M.

Mfr. Tubes Tested Tubes Failed Point Quality

A 8 3 76

B 8 4 79

C

-
8 6 62

D 8 4 74

E 8 4 67

F 8 5 42

G 8 4 52

H 8 5 30

SYLVANIA 8 0 93

Exhaustive tests by United States Testing Company prove Sylvania

Picture Tubes out -last, out -perform all others tested!

 Hour after hour for over 1,400 consecu-
tive hours, Sylvania Picture tubes were
tested side by side with tubes of 8 other
manufacturers. The chart at right tells the
remarkable performance record. Note that
only Sylvania Picture tubes showed no
failures. Here's the conclusion of the U. S.
Testing Company Report: "On the basis
of an ultimate Life Test Evaluation of the
eight tubes of each brand tested, it can be

concluded that the averaged overall quali-
ties measured on the Sylvania Tubes were
superior to the averages of the other
brands tested."'

United States Testing Company, Inc., Test No. E-5526

We'll be glad to send you full details
of this report. Send your request to
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., Depart-
ment 3R-1804, 1740 Broadway, New
York 19, N. Y.

SYLVA\ IA
RADIO TUBES; TELEVISION PICTURE TUBES; ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS; ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT; FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES, SO TUDONC, MINA IEVICES; LOT IILOS: PIIOTILAMPS; TELEVISION SETS

Please mention Successful Servicing when answering advertising.
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What Is The fastest Way To Trouble -Shoot 4 T{/Set?

This material originally appeared in
A.G. RADIO NEWS, published by the
AG Radio Parts Co.

Every service technician has his own little
private system bf trouble shooting because it
is developed from day to day experiences in
dealing with an endless variety of problems.

In beginning to trouble shoot a chassis

brought into the shop, some prefer to check
prominent B voltage points first; others choose
to test suspected groups of tubes first; some
rely on observation of the end result of both
picture and sound for the prime indication of
a defect and still others turn directly to signal
tracing or signal injection methods.

Each of these approaches has it own definite
advantages and because of this, furnishes
grounds for argument, which incidentally, is

not the concern of this review.
Regardless of the system of trouble shooting

which you may employ, it may be wise to stop
and analyze it occasionally to find if you are
competitive in today's modern service market.

How does your system of trouble shooting
measure up to the following questions?

(1) Is it fast enough to be competitive
even when severe problems are encountered?

(2) Is it a sure-fire direct approach to
the source of a defect right down to the very
component at fault?

(3) Does it furnish positive proof of cor-
rection enabling you to gain control over
the cause of trouble so you can repeat bad or
good operation at will?

When the going gets tough and extra-
ordinary demands are placed on any particular
system, it may soon be found to be limited to
the extent where tests methods of another sys-
tem must be reverted to in order to reach a
conclusion. On may suppose then, that a com-
bination of the above listed systems might be
best, but this hardly seems practical.

From another aspect, trouble shooting prac-
tice can be relegated to two broader classifi-
cations:

(a) The "case history" or "experience
method and

(b) progressive testing.
Many technicians depend on ti, it experience

with one set to guide them in repairing
another one like it. When an unfamiliar prob-
lem arises, someone else's experience is sought,
either through conversation or by resorting to
technical files.

The popularity of direct solutions to char-
acteristic problems is responsible for the intro-
duction of many technical data sheets hints
and kinks, and other printed helps. Therein
other peoples' experience are described so the
technician can avoid the costly process of

working them out for himself. The limitation
to this "case history" method, however, lies

in the extensive filing job necessary to organ-
ize sufficient data and to constantly amend it
for all makes of sets. Filing could conceiv-
ably take more time than trouble shooting!

Where specialization on a single line of
receivers alone is practiced, the "case history"
method with its repeatedly used short-cut ex-
periences, becomes highly practical. This is a
point in favor of having exclusively franchised
dealers or large specializing contractors.

Progressive testing should appeal more to
the independent technician who services all
makes of receivers. His pet system of trouble
shooting, plus schematics, voltage charts, and
other pertinent basic information will enable
him to rush through most problems.

When his routine practice is completed,
the employment of his extended knowledge of
various systems of trouble shooting, quickly
leads to conclusive .results.

This "general practitioner", therefore, must
rely more on his ability to think of a test that
will solve his unusual problems than to rely
solely on finding a case history that will match
any problem which he may encounter.

,iouf TV nay
Let Art Liebscher, former RCA Test Equipment

on the subject, give you all the answers on ..

Specialist

TV SWEEP ALIGNMENT TECHNIQUES)

Never before has there been a book such
as this on TV sweep alignment! Here you have
techniques set up by an expert in the field -
a mon who gives you accurate, time -saving
methods - and tells you how they work. The

new Supermark method of TV sweep alignment
is introduced. Learn new uses for your test
equipment. Chock-full of sweep curve pictures
taken from actual jobs using the test equipment

John F. Rider Publisher, Inc., 480

and authority

set-ups and techniques discussed. Valuable for
servicing in UHF signal areas. Covers TV
sweep alignment methods completely from all
angles. Know how to check video amplifier
response with a sweep generator applied to
the antenna input; how to peak align tuned
circuits with sweep equipment; how to tune
traps rapidly, etc. This book shows you how !
Over 100 pages 514"x8'/.," illus. $2.10

Canal St., New York 13, N. Y.

So compact they fit anywhere. So
many listings (over ten dozen)
that you can meet any capaci-
tance, voltage and combination
requirement. Yes, singles, duals,
triples and quads.
Multiple -section units have
stranded wire leads and safety
sleeves. Hi -purity aluminum con-
struction minimizes corrosion.
Vented for excessive gas
pressures.
If ever there was a Jack-of-all-
trades electrolytic, this is it-
Aerovox Type PRS Dandee.
Ask your Aerovox distributor for
Aerovox Dandees. Ask for latest
catalag-or write us.

FOR RADIO -ELECTRONIC F,
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS

AEROVOX CORPORATION
NEW BEDFORD, MASS., U. S. A.

In Canada: AEROVOX CANADA LTD.. Hamilton. Ont.
Export: 41 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. V.

Please mention Successful Servicing
when answering advertising.
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IMPS ARE

REALLY RUGGED!

The tough thermo-setting

plastic will take an

astounding amount of abuse

-yet IMPS will still look

and perform like new!

ro0
IMPS WON'T '

\\

FREEZE OR MELT!

They'll operate faithfully

In temperatures ranging

from -40°C. to
+100°C. (212°F.)-
and that's the boiling

point of water !

IMP LEADS

CAN BEND AND BEND!

Tinned leads that are

really securely anchored-

you'll be amazed at how

much punishment they'll

take without breaking !

IMPS ARE

MOISTURE -PROOF!

No moisture can get

through the varnished

plastic case, or

even through the

lead anchor points.

All over the country service -engineers are
praising the newest and finest molded tubular
paper capacitor-the Pyramid IMP!

IMPS are available in all popular ratings in
200, 400 and 600 volt ranges.

If you haven't tried the new IMP, send for your free sample today-

PYRAMID ELECTRIC COMPANY
1444 HUDSON BOULEVARD  NORTH BERGEN, NEW JERSEY

Please mention Successful Servicing when answering advertising.
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Setting Up for TV Service
(Continued from page 3)

manager specified seven outlets served

through a circuit braker and isolation trans-
former. A switch pilot light should also be
incorporated.

Two sets of antenna leads should be avail-
able at the bench. Provisions for the mount-
ing of a test CRT should also be provided.

As far as storage space is concerned, the
shop should have adequate space to heat run
repaired chassis for at least four hours, pre-
ferably in their cabinets.

Generally speaking, lighting should be

such that the service man does not cast sha-
dows on his work. Recommendations as to
fluorescent and incandescent lamps vary. If

the former is used, it must be properly in-
stalled to minimize interference. Overhead
lighting should be supplemented by goose-
neck or floating -arm lights.

There is some tendency to locate service
shops in basements or other poorly ventilated
spots. In any shop, efficiency can be stepped
up by giving some attention to good ventila-
tion. Actual sound -proofing of the shop is
usually impractical but a little attention to
layout and some inexpensive soundproofing
measures are often sufficient. In addition,
the shop noise level can often be reduced by
care on the part of service personnel.

A regard for efficiency alone will dictate
the minimums as regards shop layout, light-
ing and ventilation. Dividends in the form
of better employee morale and a better im-
pression on the public can be realized by
going one step further in providing a neat,
well -laid out shop. An operation of this
type can be well publicized, rather than be-
ing relegated to obscurity.

Test Equipment

Many of the service managers contributing
advice to Electrical Merchandising in prepar-
ing this article emphasized that purchase of
inferior test equipment was no economy.

Said one, summarizing the problem: "A
big headache to manufacturers is the type of
equipment offered by test suppliers, since
there is a good chance that test equipment
will not perform as advertised. We have
spent considerable time in analyzing test
equipment offered to the trade and have
found some of it almost worthless
Generally speaking, a serviceman gets what
he pays for. . . . Much of the equipment
offered to the serviceman two years ago is

not acceptable for use on TV receivers today
because of the increased sensitivity built into
sets since that time."

What test equipment does the dealer need
for his service shop? Four manufacturers
provided answers, varying in detail.

A spokesman for Admiral Corp. suggested
that the minimum would include an oscillo-
scope, a vacuum tube voltmeter with high

CHART I -TEST EQUIPMENT (Da Meat Raaeusndatlest)

The Minimum
I. O.cillomaph with horizon.) robe if,... 1150 t 11105.
2. V.ra.m tube vohmeto 1155 to FRS,.
3. Seep gn..tor 11220 o 15501.
4. Penh to Pak .cope nails .tor (140,.
5. Isolation ..dormer 1125).

Useful Additions
Tube teher with CRT teat .d.ptor t$100 to 1165,. Capers.. chehor
/.n,. Croso barb genera., 111751. Field hang. meter 11151.

High frequency and high voltage probe. I. VTTM.

How Much Equipment
Farb bench .ho.ld Yee r .eeiReg epb.ed VTTM.

A de I..e .hop would hare sae ewary germ...eep /or every tit
betake. end  Scope P.P Calibrator I. every bed. A. . shims.
however, one of ,web of stew plea el equip... would be .dyema.

What To Look For In Buying This Equipment
1. O.e115gr.pb

Sen.ilivity-minimum 10 ea/in. B.M.'
V.,l.l .mplifer response -Mt from  l,. eyelet per aced to 0

minimum of 100KC lot 10% point,
Shielding -CRT. and i.p., terminal* man be Idly Jio4ed.
Screen Sid-P.1..6H 5'.

2. V.... t.Y ,d0 000P
Input impedance -At leas 10 ~egoism.
Voltage ranee. Minimum h. range -3n. Mlnism high nege-11114y.
Polarity twitting -Should hcorperete provide a lm .whhhg b.

mr roe puanlve and eegatiee 0.Ypr.
Zero center .,.k--Sbo.ld pneide one fm simulated FM align ...

3. S..ep g..00.0
Fldnem--O.,par abe.ld be be width Salk
Shielding -Unit men be holly shielded m mieimve mew.. pbt.p.
S.a.hividy-SYald Y.. at lead . maim.. 0.1. ..,p .

Sweep nidtb-MW4s 11me.
Center Feg.-MWmm. due 1. 214 m.

4. Yorker
Sensitivity -At I..n  madam= 0.1. ompm.
An-wary-ilhfn 2 13%.
Mod.l.dhs-%..Id provide freemenry for lateen med.lrlr dr.

meeker.
Horizontal hat-I..wpe.tee beeizontd e.Olatee for .crangy 1414

S. Sope P -P CalAl.,.Range-Preferably
Dl. to 100v le direct reeding.

Pby.kdly-Should be wooded n .repr to peevish brenumeo..
p -p ...w.. by .imply fuming  k..b en the ..host...

voltage test leads and RF probe, a sweep
generator and calibrator.

In describing the test equipment needed
by a servicing dealer, DuMont and Emerson
experts went into considerable detail, not
only as to the equipment but also as to the
features and performance characteristics which
should be found in such equipment. For
these opinions, see Charts I and H.

RCA, whose subsidiary, RCA Service Co.,
is the largest servicing organization in the
field, suggested these guides for purchasing
test equipment. (The large shop shown in
the table employs from 16 to 20 technicians,
the small has only three or four.)

Large

Item Shop
Small
Shop

Audio amplifiers 1 1

Antenna rotor kits 8 2

Dual turntable racks 1 1

High voltage test probe 1 1

Oscilloscope 1 1

Circuit tester 27 5

Sweep generator 1 1

Crystal calibrator 1 1

Signal generator 1 1

Monitor TV set 1 1

RF unit test jig 1 1

Junior Voltohmyst 2 1

Sound power phone (hand) 7 2

Sound power phone (chest) 4444 7 2

Telescopic survey truck 1 1

Tube tester 1 0

Survey receiver 1 0

Record player 3 3

Capacitor analyzer 1 0

16" test jig 2 1

17" test jig 2 1

21" test ¡ig 2 1

Tools: Hand, Shop, and Installation

Chart III gives a good idea of the variety
of tools required for servicing a set and for
installation work. Generally speaking one
set of hand tools is required for each bench.
A single set of shop tools, however, should
be sufficient for the entire shop.

Installation Supplies

A crew handling installations must carry
a wide variety of supplies; these can be

broken down roughly into antennas (and
masts) and mounting accessories. An ample
supply of accessories should be maintained
on the truck at all times. The antennas and
masts can be drawn from stock each morning
to cover that day's jobs. Each truck should
carry about 1,000 feet of antenna lead-in

wire.
In determining his stock levels on installa-

tion supplies, the dealer must take into con-
sideration the number of trucks being used
and the number of installations handled on
an average day. Generally speaking, a two -

CHART II -TEST EQUIPMENT (Emery's Resemmsadatless)

The Equipment
1. 11.rilh..opr ,from 5175 et. 1300,.
2. Venus Tube (ohm.,., 1150 to 165 /.
1. rep and marker genet... 11175 ,o 1500,.
1. (M /M Ntml l:, 5.5.12001.
5. Tube Teter ,11501.

-How Much Equipment
I. C.uall) ,oIyone. alignment .t .ropr..oecp and marker genertur.,

. for the .hop
2. Farb men should ha, r. a 5 TIM end .nrillo.rope.

What To Look For In Buying This Equipment
I. Odillosetspe

An ..ill .-tope -hoof,' ha.e at least 0) volt. per inch vertical defer.

e
...his, and Are 'n..d frequency ,,.pon.e to et Iced 150KC.

R

r
n that the input a 1, n the order of 15 eunf. or I..

and atloam I mug ohm. and l.,thlt he. Iwo,i.ion for et I,..,  2011C.
sweep .girt- a e. R, certain that the scanning asline b negh in
oily

a

y and ran be focused on bi/b intensity whinge. A good ane I.aho
deair.ble.

A more elaborate ,rope he. provision. for peek to peak voltage read.
ing.t frequency re.pon.e t r 300KC end .y bright end well
fora.' In -anoint beam. T,.vverti.1 /sensitivity laustmlly in the
order d .01 volt. per nob deflation with hie. horizontal '.in for
expanding wale p.non. This type of mop. all* for .ho. 1100.

The *hose two pier. of equipment are required for wake work. The
following equipment ia needed for alignment work which de...
d the ...e of many device hexd.hn.

2. V t.ke voltmeter
a1 Make t ha.  high D.C. input Impedance about 11 ...shah

for minimum leading of cir,alie.
b) Lew veh rel. el et Imo Se.
1 Zerowale for alignmentof Di.r a god but not twee...

dl Shuld renter read A.C. volt ohm.. (.l moll.
A more elaborate V.T.V.M. should Io have  high in., impede.,.

on A.C. and be relatively let for .ride of wed. fregoenck..
o tMt n can be seed *educe nets end ten probe. The con
for each a V.T.V.M, it abed $65.

3. Sweep dad ...her pa.ered.n
Sweep 20 .d 10 mr I.F. rang.. Plea F.M.

b, Sweep entire T.V. R.F. spectrum.
linesrit. of sweep to M ronsunt with patent deting. <Volt.ge oat

put abo.ld n e change with frequent, over weep on.e).
dl At lean .1 volt odpm.

1 Maher should be arrurate t lee t 1) preferably ..tal con-
trolled and r,l. vela free.of drift aft .p

21 Meeker ebould bay* at lead .1 colt. output.
et, Each unit .heeld be free of Harmonic output ).ell shielded,

apecially .weep gen
h i Provision for robbed h.

erator.
especially f. mark..

There 1. more of a elation in price for the e i than pre,
drolly any other. Better onh. have aesr.e marten and sweep and
open,. ,t etly on f.nd.m tale. Cheaper a

'd

itwily do n
 n R.F. maher a that the d be need to .le.n else lore)

rind r Such equipment of be ward goo well for the alignineen
or reply of tuner.. Cheaper unite *bleb do 1.Ir job on *boa,
5175 while better unite coo anywhere upwards of 1500 for sweep tad
marker.

I the important led .ulci output and goal
linearity, ith  Shang. in r *un..or eating (depot
eaYge).

4. AM.FM Signal Generator
a, Co.., freq.en of Iron .bowl I0012C eo 120 me.
b) S.irle.t *wpm a, Ina .1 Yoh
e) Good debility after were .p and at l,.4 3% .r.r.ry.
d) Amplitude modulated by .boat 400 cycles a .p.ziw.ely 30%

modulation.
Ch.*pee eni,a opera. mainly on bermob. have low o.epd4 poor do

biliey and narking .nncy, about 150.
Better anin epee.. on fundamental., have ppr.'ieeelrly 1% ....eV.

hove provision. for .sing percent ..odafelom and Iregaa.ry el
modoletiom. and also on frequency module. the RY..,,ier. These
w ebs are ppr.ivl.ly $200.

S. Tube Teeter
A tube term is ...nary for asenter ea, l,eethg cwomar .bear.

lo .heold be of the dynweic sad conductance type and take ell
dl(.ent type tabu. inel.din. miniature.. It .hoeld Y.. Pankl.r
for in. short. and oche with en Internal .pl.,e.ble tube do,áe

(Continued on page 26)
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A SMASH SUCCESS

with

the

reviewers

HIGH FIDELITY
SIMPLIFIED

"...fulfills its title"

RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS
February, 1953, says:

.. those planning highfpdelity music
systems for their homes will save them-
selves time, money and trouble by read-
ing this book first then making their
purchases."

EXCLUSIVE OFFER

By special arrangement

with Columbia Records,

Inc each purchaser
of this

book can procure
for only

25 cents a 7 -inch "Lprr test

record with
excerpts by the

N..¡. Philharmonic
Sym-

phony Orchestra and the

Philadelphia
Symphony -

HIGH -FIDELITY
January -February, 1953, says:
"We could make this just about the
shortest book review ever written by
saying only: 'This book fulfills its title'...
this is a good book ..."

BROADCASTING -TELECASTING
December 22, 1952, says:

..a simple well illustrated informa-
tion source...a 'how -to -do -it' guide..."
208 pages (512x81/2"'), over 100 illus.
For your copy of this invaluable book,
go to your jobber, bookstore, or send
$2.50 to: -

JOHNF Rag
PUBLISHER, INC

480 Canal Street,
New York 13, N. Y.

West Coast Office:

4216-70 W. Jefferson Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.

In Canada, Mr. Charles W. Pointon
1926 Gerrard Street, East, Toronto, Ontario
Export Agent.

Roburn Agencies, Inc., 39 Warren St., N. T. 7

Cable Address: Roburnage N. T.

Successful Servicing, April, 1953

Setting Up for TV Service
(Continued from page 25)

CHART Ill -TOOLS ... Nut shop sad IaataNalise
A. HAND TOOLS

Suggested by Du Mont Suggestions by Admiral Suggestions by RCA Service Co.
Screw driver wet i rceular and

Phillips heed) t 3.Od
screw driver eel ".i,- Io 'a- blade,

et, ¡pin type .renchea, 3.32- es
Dlaga.el plies 6"
Slip joint pliers -6"

Set of .pieoighe. 5.00 DWonel pliers Screw driver. rap tip 0"
Lone now pilot. 2.00 Lone now pliers Spew driver., .m of 6
Diagonal litter. 2.00 Soldering gun/ iron Ratchet-'t-
Set, alignment 111111 adjudment Alignme a ace,che. Seekec set II piece.

tool. 4.00 Soldering tan
Soldering pan 12.00 Needle -nose plier.-6"
Tebe Mier .75 Crewmen wrench 6 -
Pin atnighlene,. 07 and 9 pin Phillip wee, driver ,.

haw .75 Allen sweetie.
Hex and spline wrench see. 125 Minn, 6 a 5 nuke*

B. SHOP TOOLS
Vie, 115.00
200 watt soldering fr 6.50

H

elertrir hand drill rend M
of drill. 40.00

Wire dripper 4.00
Adjustable hack wen 1.75
Center punch .75
Tool Peel reamers 2.00
Set of files 4.00
Hammer 1.511

Set. open-end wrenches . ... 3.00
Minors, wand 5.00
Electric grinder 15.00

Electric drill
Sae

Socket ponches
Drill wi 1/16" to ae Iran e/ -

C. INSTALLATION TOOLS
\djud.ble 50 It ladders
Pip. wrenches
Rope (100 fit
Frten.ion cord 1200 feet with multi.

plc oetle,.)
Set masonry drill.
Hemmer beery c..ns:ruction typo
Set chisel
Pair of phones -wand powered
Ilee.y duty rleetrir drill

COST': About 1120 per truck

man crew should be able to handle four
installations per day.

For some idea of what's required in the
way of supplies for installations, see Chart
Iv.

CHANT IV -INSTALLATION SUPPLIES

Antenna -. \I.: -t. and Ma,, c.len.ion,. Me -e connector -
300 ohm ...ono ire
I., .Sal ,viol, ':1 or :5 ohm. should be used only for i..ial appli.m,i.nn:

rlmrinll,area, damp .alts areas where 300 ohm line would deteri.
apidly

metC low h,.. ,pert wire line 'In be used only in entree., fringe arc
when. minimum line loos is mere-mry'.

Lightning arse -In. aluminum ground wire.
r e.

ground clamps and ground rod.
Moo chin wall. adjusuble wall r 'lor clearing ohnruelion...,,.,l

um,
Guy Wire ,6 ,nd ,wet wire,. turnbuckle. and guy ring,
Anchor bolt, for mounting brackets a masonry
Leed plea* for snaring Pod-ofa to rnaann
Stand offs for: loin lend in wire. coaxial ointments wire
Single and double mast s,.ndoffs for securing antenna wire to ma -t
Intula,ed tack.. Work I a i rr ion tape
Spring -wing toggle bole, for mounting brackets against hallow wall
Rotor. end boomer,

Parts

A good service operation is no stronger
than its weakest link -and the most elaborate
service set-up will be rendered ineffective if
the dealer fails to stock an adequate supply
of parts and tubes.

What constitutes an adequate stock of these
items is a question which is best determined
with reference to past experience. Some gen-
eral rules can be set up as a preliminary
guide. They may have to be adjusted or
supplemented when a dealer has put them
into effect and determined whether they suit
the conditions he is meeting.

One manufacturer tells his dealers: main-
tain two replacement parts unless you find
that you need more. Have at least 10 tubes
of each type on hand and for the more
popular types, keep 50 on hand.

RCA Service Co. carries a two -month sup-
ply of parts available within 30 days and
keeps an additional month's supply on order.

Suggestions by Emerson

200 .an soldering pen. 113.00
Lone now plies.. 1.21
Ilia/oval lint..r . ... _... 225

.pinriable ... F.25
driver. ,2,. 1,0

Phillip, Mad Kew driers 020 1.50
hie..Iionm-n, ,cool.. IoM

Fuen.ion cord. 100 feet
Soldering iron
Deemer, doable lore, 3 140.
Wood knee, 12'
Film 121. e" and.
Keyhole um; back sass
Screw driver, 6- blade
Screw driver, Phillip
Pliers, aide ere, 7'
Cold chisel, t, s'0 wood chisel. t.,
Center punch. 'í dia.
Reich,, wrench hoe ,ype (% x 9 /16"0
Ratchet wrench box eype 11.i,-  7/16-0
Flmblieh,. right angle
('hennrl lock pliers
Triplex
Bit brace
Claw hammer. 16 ea.
Sc,,,, driver dd. ,ip. 3- blade
Cab. tip and w.7"
Diagonal plk..,,
Plies, needle -now, 7"
Paine beeeS. I-: puny knife
End wrench, e"
Neel tape. 6 ft.
Plier., slip joint

Use 200 twee .olderiog ire. intend er
gem

Feel technician is f.rni.hed mere n.
rewire .e, of alignment mob then
specified ender hand mole

Shop mots such as rise. dared. drill,

Hark .aso 1125
Pipe.reneh 5.00
Vice pip wrench.. ... 1.00
Set. box wrenches 3.110

Aamrtd .im sur drill LO,
Mdime ame hammer 250
Ioree.rsew driver_ .50
l.wquer doe caution ,roofing,

Maintenance of a parts inventory system
is strongly recommended, both as a control
measure and as a means of determining satis-
factory inventory levels. These records can be
maintained in a variety of forms. Dealers
should remember that the more information
required by the system, the more valuable it
will be to management. The following items,
listed in order of their importance, could be
included:

1. Record of purchases by description,
purchase order number and date and
quantity ordered.

2. Record of receipts by quantity and
date.

3. Cost of item to dealer and list price.
4. Usage and balance on hand.
5. Minimum and maximum stock quan-

tities.
6. Location of items.
According to Harold Schulman, manager

of the Du Mont teleset service control de-
partment, the information provided in items
(1) and (2) above automatically provide
the dealer with:

a. The approximate rate of usage. Quan-
tity to be purchased can then be judged
according to the frequency and quanti-
ties of past orders.

b. A safeguard against reordering parts al-
ready on order -a major cause of over-
stocking.

c. A steady reference file for giving ap-
proximate dates of delivery and timing
of purchases.

This system has one drawback, Schulman
warns: it provides no usage report. The dan -

(Continued on page 31)
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,34r. Newton Cook_

.Manager;-Standarcl'Products Section

Cxtcwo TiovsFo~irk,

saos:"`lvl.( can see the d erence with the "ency Bvos`ter
..

largest sellrnq'Booster at an drice.

Please mention Successful Servicing when answering advertising.
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REPLACEMENT PARTS, Etc.
(Continued from page 13 )

magnitude of electrical losses. It is expressed
in terms of percentage. The range of power
factor for paper dielectric tubulars at base
temperatures of 20 to 25°C is from perhaps
.25 to 1%. As a general rule, power factor
increases with both decrease and increase in
operating temperature relative to the rated
base temperature, so that an increase of from
3 to perhaps 5% for a temperature rise of
40-60°C is not unusual. Generally, the
power factor increases very rapidly when a
capacitor is used at temperatures beyond its
rated operating temperature.

In the case of mica capacitors and ceramic
capacitors, the power factor figures are sub-
stantially lower than for the paper dielectric
type of unit. Assuming these types of capaci-
tors are being used within their rated opera-
ting temperatures, the power factor of mica
capacitors generally is substantially below
0.2%, especially the silver mica variety. Cer-
amics are in the same category, generally
even better, frequently displaying power factor
values as low as .02%, if not less.

The general order of paper dielectric tubu-
lar, mica dielectric and ceramic dielectric
offered for replacement are within the general
ratings set by the receiver manufacturers for
the original components used in their re-
ceivers.

Summary

We realize that all possible items relating
to capacitors have not been treated in this
series. As it is, and even with these omissions
the articles have extended over six issues of
SUCCESSFUL SERVICING. We have much
more to go in covering the other components
used in television receivers.

The facts given herein, when supplemented
with information contained in the capacitor
manufacturers' catalogues, and when comple-
mented with the information given in the
Rider Replacement Part Listings, should be
of material aid in the problem of understand-
ing TV receiver capacitor components and
replacements.

The statements made in these series of
articles represent highlights of the factors
which are important relative to this component.
We say this to fend off possible miscon-
ceptions which may result from the occasional
hap -hazard selection and use of a replacement
capacitor in a television receiver without
noting any undesirable effects. This may lead
one to believe that the important points raised
here are simply efforts to fill space. This is
not so. Many service technicians have been
greatly confused by the peculiar behavior of
receivers after a capacitor replacement which,
to all intents and purposes, should have
worked properly because the capacitor was
electrically perfect.

We might emphasize to the servicing in-
dustry that, as time passes, closer and closer

attention will have to be paid to capacitance
tolerance and temperature coefficients and that
when a service technician takes in a stock of
fixed capacitors he will require 10% units as
well as 20% units, and in some few instances
even 5% units. Fortunately this is not a prob-
lem, because an examination of the Rider
Replacement Part Listings found in Rider
Manuals, discloses the fact that some specific
values of capacitors more than others, are
of the 10% capacitance tolerance rating. In-
cidentally, this might be of interest also to
the capacitor manufacturers who sell to the
parts jobbers, and to the parts jobbers who in
turn sell to the servicing industry.

CPU.

1.( 1,W

GET YOUR COMMERCIAL TICKET
EASIER WITH ...

RADIO OPERATOR'S LICENSE
U ANDA MANUAL

(4th Edition)
Milton Kaufmanby

Covers Elements 1 through
8. Complete discussion
of answers to every
technical question in the

F.C.C. Study Guide! Used
by over 50 leading

schools. Only $6.60 at
jobbers, bookstores
,r direct from --

JUST
OUT!

REVISED
Re .f. Publisher, Inc. JAN 1953

480 Cone; Sheer. New York -15 N Y

C -D does it again!
6 capacitor assortments

in beautiful plastic
Ideal for storing
screws, tubes, small
parts of all sorts. Even
fishing tackle. And you
pay no more than if
you bought the capac-
itors individually.

The majority of sets
can be serviced with
these six twist -prong
electrolytic replace-
ment kits. See your
jobber today for full de-
tails. Cornell-Dubilier
Electric Corp., South
Plainfield, New Jersey.

0.

cases!

KIT #1 - UNIVERSAL
KIT #2 - FOR RCA SETS
KIT #3 - FOR PHILCO SETS
KIT ¡¡4 - FOR MOTOROLA SETS
KIT ¡¡5 - FOR GENERAL ELECTRIC SETS
KIT #6 - FOR ADMIRAL SETS

!.-.PA' .__.:11k

3f1.,.

®a::
-...,t

n Jr,

N ' ' N.

A

a

NAN,

A service of

CORNELL -DUBILIER
rcorld.'a largest maker of capacitors

PLANTS IN 50. PLAINF,IELD. N. J.  NEW BEDFORD WORCESTER AND CAMBRIDGE. MASS.  PROVIDENCE. R- I

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.' FUOUAY SPRINGS. N C  SUBSIDIARY. RADIANT>CORP.. CLEVELAND. OHIO

Please mention Successful Servicing when answering advertising.
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A monthly summary of product developments and
price changes supplied by RADIO'S MASTER, the
Industry's Official Buying Guide, available through

local parts distributors.

COMMENT: Over-all product activity continues to
be heavy, with more manufacturers
reporting changes for this period. As
noted last month, tube, antenna and
sound manufacturers continue their
dominance of the "change activity"
scene, while the steady increase in
tube prices noted over the last three
months has slackened off slightly.

New Items

AMERICAN MICROPHONE - Added Model RCS,
crystal microphone with slide switch ac $8.10
dealer net.

AMERICAN PHENOLIC - Added new bo-ty and
reflector antenna package No. 114-065 at $4.65
dealer net, containing No. 114-053, bo-ty and
No. 114-560, bo-ry reflector, with stacking bar
included.

CLEVELAND ELECTRONICS - Added Model 88,
UHF TV antenna at $5.97 dealer net.

CORNELL-DUBILIER - Added auto radio replace-
ment vibrators; Model 6326 at $2.76 dealer net

Model 6330 at $2.76 dealer net Model
6370 at $2.52 dealer net and Model 5370 at
$2.52 dealer net, which supercedes Model 5520-4.

CREST LABS. -. Added a number of Universal
Variable Inductance Kits. Also added a new
series of receiver replacement output transformers.

FRETCO - Added Bo -Ti UHF antennas; Model
Bo -Ti at $2.70 dealer net . . . Model Bo -Ti
reflector at $4.35 dealer net and Model Bo -Ti
corner reflector at $8.97 dealer net.

GENERAL ELECTRIC - Added GL -6130, a hy-
drogen thyroton especially designed for pulsing
applications which require a tube that will give
dependable operation at high altitudes under
stringent operating conditions at $18.00 dealer
net and TV picture tube 21ZP4A at $38.50
dealer net.

HARVEY -WELLS ELECTRONICS - Added Band-
master VFO at $47.50 dealer net.

HYTRON - Added point -contact transistors No.
PT -2A at $17.40 dealer net and No. PT -2S at
$17.40 dealer net. Also added receiving rubes
12X4 at $1.55 list . . 12AQ5 at $2.00 list

12V6GT at $2.00 list and germanium
diode 1N133 at $1.20 dealer net.

ILLINOIS RESEARCH LABS. - Added Silencer,
gallon size at $24.00 dealer net and Sta -Clear,
quart size at $4.50 dealer net.

MALLORY & CO., P. R. - Added new 12 volt
replacement vibrator, Model G-874 at $3.30 deal-
er net. Also added Model 6SAC4, battery charger
with selenium rectifier at $10.00 dealer net .

Model 12SAC5, battery charger with selenium
rectifier at $24.00 dealer net . . . Model R-670,
output cable at $1.30 dealer net and Model 675,
output cable at $1.49 dealer net.

MARKEL ELECTRIC PRODUCTS - Added No.
A-7180 at $9.98 dealer net and No. A-7181 at
$9.98 dealer net, both sapphire tipped Pfan-Tone
Cartridges. ( These models replace metal tipped
Pfan-Tone cartridges No. A-7157 and No- A-
7158.)

NATIONAL ELECTRONICS - Added full -wave
rectififer, Model NL-606 at $16.63 dealer net
and ignitron, Model NL-1005 at $80.50 dealer
net.

PERMOFLUX - Added outdoor theater speakers
Model 4C -DI at $2.73 dealer net ' and Model
52C -DI at $2.91 dealer net.

PREMAX PRODUCTS - Aluminum ground wire
No. AW-810 at $1.62 dealer net . . . No. ÁW-
825 at $3.60 dealer net and No. AW-850 at
$7.20 dealer net have been added to their line.

QUAM-NICHOLS - Added Model QF-3. focalizer
unit at $3.57 dealer net and Model IT -4, ion
trap at $.60 dealer net.

RCA - Added No. 76323, sapphire at $.90 dealer
net. Also added Volume VII to their Service
Data series at $5.00 dealer net.

RADIO RECEPTOR CO. - Added a number of
new germanium diodes.

REEVES SOUNDCRAFT - Added a number of
new tape recording accessories.

RIDER. JOHN F. - Added No. 143-2, TV Manu-
facturers Receiver Trouble Cures, Volume 2 at
$1.80 dealer net . . . No. 145, TV Sweep
Alignment Techniques at $2.10 dealer net and

No. 2011, Rider Television Manual, Volume 11
at $24.00 dealer net (available in April).

SCALA RADIO - Introduced Model BZ-4, volt-
age doubler probe at $10.75 dealer net.

SCOTT INC., HERMAN - Added Model 214 -AB
at $196.75 dealer net and Model 214-X8 at
$29.95 dealer net, both remote control amplifiers
and Model 120 -AB, equalizer pre -amplifier at
$79.25 dealer net.

SPRAGUE PRODUCTS - Added a number of
twist-lok electrolytic capacitors.

STANCOR - Added new ultra -miniature transistor
transformers; No. UM -110, interstage at $7.35
dealer net . No. UM -111, output or match-
ing at $9.00 dealer net No. UM -112, high
imp. mic. input at $8.25 dealer net . No.
UM -113, interstage at $6.60 dealer net and No.
UM -114, output or matching at $9.00 dealer net.

SYLVANIA - Added 21" TV picture tubes; 21-
WP4 at $39.00 dealer net . .. 21XP4 at $40.50
dealer net . . . 21YP4 at $41.50 dealer net
and 21ZP4 at $40.00 dealer net. Also radio
receiving tube 6CS6 at $1.90 list.

TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL CO. - Added Model
420, volume unit meter at $16.50 dealer net
and Model 420 ( illuminated) at $18.00 dealer
net.

TURNER CO. - Added Model 9R, microphone
at $14.10 dealer net . Model SR9R, mic-
rophone at $16.80 dealer net and Model C-4,
stand at $3.45 dealer net.

WHARFEDALE SPEAKERS - Added Model HS/
CR/3, 3 way crossover network at $31.00 net.

Discontinued Items
ASTATIC CORP. - Discontinued Models AT -1 B,

BT -1 and BT -2 all TV and FM radio boosters.
ELECTRONIC MEASUREMENT - Discontinued

Model 300, vacuum tube volt -ohm -capacity meter
and Model 300P, same meter with portable case
and cover.

GENERAL ELECTRIC - Discontinued Model REX-
051, triple play variable reluctance cartridge . . .

Model RPX-042, single variable reluctance cart-
ridge and Model SPX -001, phono preamplifier.

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE - Discontinued
replacement conrtol QJ-375.

RAYTHEON - Discontinued TV picture tubes
3KP4 and 12LP4.

SIMPSON MFG. CO. - Discontinued a number
of items including driver pre -amplifiers; Models
DR -5, DR -5M, DR-5MP and DR -5P.

SYLVANIA - Discontinued radio receiving rubes
1S6 1W5 and 1X2.

TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL CO. - Discontinued Mo-
del 466, electrodynamometer.

VIBRALOC - Discontinued their "W" series con-
taining sloping wall type baffle . . . grill plate
and reducers.

WIRT PRODUCTS - Model S-924, auto radio
iginition suppressor, snap -on plug type, discon-
tinued.

Price Decreases
CLEVELAND ELECTRONICS - Decreased price

on Model T -WA, lightning arrester to 3.90 dealer
net.

CONTINENTAL CARBON - Model NF -y2, metal
film resistor, decreased to $.48 dealer net.

CORNELL-DUBILIER - Decreased price on a

number of auto generator capacitors.
DUMONT LABS. - Decreased price on teletron

tube 16K/RP4 to $28.00 dealer net.
GENERAL ELECTRIC - Decreased price on in-

dustrial and transmitting type tubes GL -5670 to
$5.25 dealer net and GL -5844 to $2.25 dealer
net. Also decreased TV picture rube 21ZP4A
to $38.50 dealer net.

GONSET - Decreased price on rocket antennas;
Model 1511 to $18.27 dealer net and Model
1510 to $8.55 dealer net.

RCA - Decreased price on batteries; No. VS216
to $2.30 dealer net and VS236 to $.21 dealer
net.

SYLVANIA - Sub -miniature tube 5719 decreased
to $9.80 dealer net.

Price Increases
ALPHA WIRE - Increased prices on numbers

286, 289, 292, 295 and 296, tinned copper
bus -bar wire.

GENERAL ELECTRIC - Increased price on TV
picture tube 17CP4 to $26.15 dealer net. Also
increased price on Model RKP-009, replacement
parts kit for triple play cartridges (less stylus
assemblies) to $.19 dealer net.

GONSET - Model 3026, 2 meter transmitter
receiver increased to $199.50 dealer net. Also
increased price on Model 1508, rocket antenna
to $5.67 dealer net and Model 1512, rocket
antenna to $5.07 dealer net.

HYTRON - Increased price on radio receiving
tubes 12A4 to $2.40 list . . 12B4 to $2.40
list . 6BY5G to $2.90 list and germanium
diode 1N51 to $.54 dealer net.

Correction
GONSET - Only the 1521 model tad array has

been discontinued-not the complete series as
was published in error.

RIDER BOOKS e..
Vital for TV and Radio

TROUELESH(:
AND HEY;
GUIDE E

TV TROUBLESHOOTING AND REPAIR GUIDE BOOK.
R. G. Middleton. Finest practical book to make TV
servicing easy. Spot your TV receiver troubles
fast! 204 (81/2 x 11") pp $3.90
TELEVISION-HOW IT WORKS, Rider Editorial Staff.
Discusses all sections of TV receivers. Excellent
introduction to TV servicing, 203 (81/2 x 11") pp.,
illus. $2.70

ENCYCLOPEDIA ON CATHODE-RAY OSCILLOSCOPES
AND THEIR USES, by Rider & Uslan. Most complete
'scope book! Cloth cover. 992 (81/2 x 11") pp.,
3,000 illus. $9.00

TV INSTALLATION TECHNIQUES, by Marshall. "How-
to -do -it" book on antennas, receiver adjustment,
municipal laws on installing, etc. 336 (51/i x

81/2"l pp., 270 illus. $a. so

UNDERSTANDING VECTORS AND PHASE IN RADIO,
by Rider & Uslan. A shorthand method to easier
understanding of radio theory. Cloth cover. 160
(51/2 x 81/2") pp., illus. $t.89
TV AND OTHER RECEIVING ANTENNAS (Theory &
Practice), by Bailey. All details on more than
50 latest type receiving antennas. Cloth cover.
606 (51/2 x 81/2") pp., illus. $6.90
UHF PRACTICES AND PRINCIPLES, by lytel Com-
plete discussion about theory and applications
of ultra high frequencies. Cloth cover. 390
(51 x 81/2") pp., illus. $6.60
TV MASTER ANTENNA SYSTEMS, by Kamen & Dorf.
A practical working manual on master antennas;
problems and solutions. Cloth cover. 356 (51
x 81/2") pp., 270 illus. $5.00
VACUUM -TUBE VOLTMETERS, by Rider. Revised.
Theory, application, operation, probes, calibra-
tion, testing, etc. Cloth cover. 432 (51/2 x 81/2")
pp., illus. $4.50
FM TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION, by Rider &
Uslan. 2nd edition covers FM from start to finish,
including receiver servicing. Cloth cover. 460
(51/2 x 8%") pp. 54.95
BROADCAST OPERATOR'S HANDBOOK, by Ennes.
2nd edition. All practical operations in or out of
studio. For veterans or amateurs. Cloth cover.
440 (51/2 x 81/2") pp., 226 illus. $5.40
Place your order with your Parts Jobber NOW ...
or write:

jolly IOEH
PUBL S`HER

480 Conol Street, New York 13, N. Y

Model
No.

INDEX OF CHANGES

Manual Page
From To

Gamble -Skogmo
05TV1 -43 -9014A,
15RA2-43-9105 A,

Ch. 16AY210
Magnavox

Ch. CT -275, -276,
-277, -278, -279,
-280, -281, -282

Sylvania
1110X, Ch. 1-329

Sylvania
71M, 72M, 73B,
73M, Ch. 1-366(C08),
1 -441(CO2)

Tek-File
Pack

8-1 8-18 3

7-14 7-28 30
30

8-64 8-82 13

8-140 8-153 13
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Presenting /'9frral TV -1185

..."PIPELINE" of the

with the all-weather "silver" pigmentation that lets you

INSTALL IT and FORGET IT!
FEDERAL'S TV -1185 -newest sensa-
tion of the top-quality twin -leads - is
virtually a "pipeline" for better -than-
ever TV reception ... VHF or UHF!

Insulated with the revolutionary Fed-
eral -developed "silver" polyethylene,
TV -1185 is amazingly tough and effi-
cient. It repels sunlight... fights heat...
resists moisture and salt spray and other
destructive deposits. Dirt and dust tum-
ble off its fine, smooth, tubular surface!

TV -1185 keeps the energy field inside
the weather-proof "silver" polyethylene
sheath ... providing low loss ... more
constant impedance ... a better TV pic-
ture regardless of area or length of lead!

There's nothing finer for VHF or
UHF than Federal's "pipeline" twin-

lead ... because nothing but the finest
has gone into its design and production!

For complete details see your Federal
distributor or write to Dept. D-5101.

19d9%'a/ *4';'

Telephone and Radio Corporation
SELENIUM-INTELIN DIVISION, 100 KINGSLAND ROAD, CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY

In Canada: Federal Electric Manufacturing Company, Ltd., Montreal, P.Q.
Export Distributors: International Standard Electric Corp., 67 Broad St., N. Y.

OUTSTANDING FEATURES
OF FEDERAL'S

TV -1185
Exceptionally low loss

 Holds impedance values
 Copperweld conductors-.

7/#28
 Leads in Weatherometer

tests

Flexible in low
temperatures
Rejects ultra -violet rays at
higher temperature levels

 Top performer in any area
 Attenuation- db/ 100 ft.

10 mc- 0.50 400 mc- 2.6
50 " - 0.95 500 " - 3.0

100"- 1.11 1000"-4.6
200 " - 1.7
SO EASY TO INSTALL:
Expose required length of wire
by stripping off polyethylene. To
tight -seal, heat end of tube with
match or other flame and crimp
together with pliers. Sealing as-
sures quality performance under
all atmospheric conditions.

Please mention Successful Servicing when answering advertising.
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Setting Up For TV Service
(Continued from page 26)

ger of running out of an item before it can
be ordered can be minimized by keeping a
"want book". Anyone drawing parts should
be required to note in this book if the stock
of that particular item is low. This, of
course, poses a problem of what is "low
stock". Although it is possible to rely on the
judgment of the parts clerk, a more desir-
able solution is to establish a minimum
quantity. This can be posted on the bin or
drawer where the part is stored. On small
parts, the minimum quantity can be placed
in a sealed envelope; when it becomes neces-
sary to open the envelope, parts should be
reordered.

What Does it Cost
Determining what maintenance of a good

service shop and an adequate parts inventory
will cost a dealer in dollars and cents in-
vestment is difficult to determine. Most serv-
icemen feel that the dollars and cents figure
is rélatively unimportant when measured in
terms of the return the dealer can expect
from his service operation.

In addition, the investment varies with the
dealer's location, the size of his shop and
the volume of business he handles. Even
with all these variables, one must consider
also that dealers in the same area with the

same business volume may differ in the
amount of money they invest. One may feel
that the "minimum" investment in equip-
ment and parts is the wisest decision; the
second may decide to spend considerably
more in setting up his shop.

Du Mont's Schulman estimates the cost of
a service shop in these terms (truck not in-
cluded) :

a. deluxe operation - about $2500 (in-
cluding $1000 in parts)

b. average operation - about $1500 (in
cluding $600 parts)

c. minimum operation - about $1000
(including $300 in parts).

Harold Bernstein, service manager for
Emerson, uses a different basis in coming
up with his estimate. For a one man opera-
tion, he says, equipment, tubes, fixtures and
basic parts would require about $2500. For
each additional man add about $125 more
for extra tools, meters, tubes and so forth.

No matter whose estimate you accept,
establishing a service shop is an expensive
move in terms of dollars and cents alone.
A decision as to whether the investment will
pay off-both tangibly in the form of dollar
income from service work and intangibly in
the form of a good service reputation which
builds additional set sales for the dealers-
is one that must be made with reference to
the dealer's own circumstances.

Y

RIDER

TEK-
FILE*
packaged

tv

service

information-
factory-

authorized

factory -

approved

for easy

tv servicing

tailor-made
for over
2800
receivers

only

$2 per pack
(at your jobbers)

'dependable replacement
Parts listing beginning
with Pack 57

jOHN F Fizet2
Publisher, Inc.

480 Canal Street
New York 13, N. Y.
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Some Questions and Answers, etc.
(Continued from page 7)

require substantial differences in the constants
of the vertical output tube, or that the use of
a 20% capacitance tolerance capacitor where
a 5% unit is required results in instability
and unsatisfactory receiver performance. We
do not feel that a service technician should
make changes in circuit constants in order
to compensate for a replacement part that is
not within the required tolerance ratings of
the original component. Because we adhere
to this philosophy in the listing of replace-
ment parts, the service technician can have
the greatest faith in the replacement parts
which are shown in Rider Lists. It explains
why our listings of suitable replacement parts
show fewer parts than other listings.

Q-If you exercise care when selecting re-
placement parts for listing, why do you have
to publish change notices?

A-For several reasons. Regardless of the
extreme care which is used in checking, typo-
graphical errors in parts number listings oc-
cur. Remember that we are listing thousands
upon thousands of numbers, and transposi-
tions are possible. We try to keep the errors
to the absolute minimum, but they occur.

A second reason is the changes which are
made in receivers at the manufacturing point.
If one part was a replacement and a change
was made calling for a new replacement part,
it is foolish to continue reprinting the original
replacement part number-the new one with
the changed part is the correct one.

We publish additions to the list because
some of the replacement data arrives too late
for inclusion in the printed list, and because
the parts manufacturers we work with are

adding new replacement parts to their line.
Q-Your replacement parts lists show only

the set manufacturers' parts numbers, but not
the receiver chassis in which they are used.
Why?

A-This was so only in the Rider TV 10
Manual listing. In the new replacement parts
listings for TV 11, which will be cumulative
for TV 10 and TV 11, the parts numbers are
related to the chassis in which they are used.
A section of the replacement parts list for
Emerson is shown herein as an example of
our new listing format.

Q-Why don't you have replacement parts
listing for Rider's TV 9 and earlier manuals?

A-Because we started the replacement part

listing program with TV 10. However, we
now are in the process of preparing data on
TV 9 and earlier Rider TV Manual contents.
The task of preparing the data is prodigious;
we must prepare information specification
sheets for the parts manufacturers, and before
we do this it is necessary to correlate the
contents of the receivers made during all the
production runs. It will take time to do this,
but it will be done. Such replacement parts
guides will be available to service technicians
sometime in the near future.

Fig. 2. Below: Type of spec. sheet on which
the part's manufacturer lists his replace-
ment suggestion.
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VARIABLE RESISTANCE CONTROLS
NOTE: For single controla the ldentUlcetlon m.y ePPesr under the Cat. No. or Stock No. column,.

ü e special shalt number Is shown for a single control, It appears under Inner Shaft column.

EMERSON REPLACEMENTS

COMPONENT TYPE
and

PART NUMBER

AAOIEA7 I R C MALLORY

Inner

Shaft
Snitch

No.
block

Na
Klt
No.

Panel
Elem.

Re.r
Elem.

Outer
Shaft

lmer
Shaft

Snitch
No.

Stork

No.
Klt.

No.
Panel

Elam.
Rar
Elem.

Out.r
Matt

Innar

Malt
Atich

No.

390142 X X X X AO -163 - rice -irQ11-131 3U58 1

390143 X X X X A43-5000 10 F-5000 R500010

slaald X X X AG -61-8 K11- Q11-137 V-64 md/
11101113 X X X I AG -91-11 KM -3 011-137 U-64

310164 X X X X AG -44-1 11611-3 011-173 U-31

390161 X X X AO -12-8 Ka6-6 011-126 j1-43 y6-34
390163 X X I eepp 4 -nn l-0 1-1 3Q93

y11
a11t163R

BR -M

390184 X X.
P7'V iE 3tI 1-7 817-110 813-137 91-774 R1 -30q 76-1 VRtOA w-26

390187 I RT9-382 QI-737 1-7 117-110 81343776 91-374 61-701 76-1 VE1671, 03110721

390191 X X I I AG -63-8 RD -7 Q11-139 7
390196 z 1 X K x AG -63-8 1K1-1/( 911-139 1

pp#81 y7 I X x X X A43-6000. 111-0 MC -6042 11314

988 I X I R7v-299_ QI71! u R]7-119 B11177 P1 -Z3! 81.106 761 071621. MGR_ un -29

190202 IL X X X X XAG1-'6s)-/ 716-1/1/P) 011-139Q
01-44_

79-1 U-64 {219-21

1-1=-1 3117109 X13 -1n P2-11/ 11-300 79-1 011131. 170111 íL9-16

90108 I I Áu-67-! KN-3 U-41

390209 X X 40-44-6 18/-7 11-173 U-3

390711 1 X AG -61-6 X/6-3 ,º211-137 11-64

390219 X 1 X AG -61-6 1112-1/0. 011-139 U-43

Fig. 3. A greatly reduced example of how variable resistors are shown in Rider's Replacement Parts Listings.
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